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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION
THE INFLUENCE OF SOCIOPOLITICAL FACTORS ON ADOLESCENTS’ AND
YOUTHS’ ANTISOCIAL BEHAVIORS
Youths and adolescents are one of the major perpetrators of antisocial and deviant
behaviors, which have deleterious consequences for both the perpetrators and
society. Although there is extensive literature on youth and adolescent antisocial
behavior, some correlates of youth antisociality are not known yet. As such, the present
study is devoted to understanding the micro- and macro-level predictors of youth
and adolescents’ antisociality in three contexts. Three empirical studies applying
bioecological systems theory and analyzing data from the International Dating
Violence database using Mixed Effects Models were conducted to investigate the
ecology of the development of antisocial behaviors among youth.
The first study tested youth antisocial personality disorder symptoms
(ASPD). The relative deprivation theory was used to test the macrosystem. Support was
found for the interaction of different levels of environments. Results indicated that
ASPD is higher among boys and has positive associations with age, childhood
misconduct, depression, and socioeconomic status, and a negative association with
nurturing parenting. The association between childhood misconduct and ASPD
was stronger for girls; the influence of nurturing parenting and ASPD was
stronger for boys; the influence of nurturing parenting was stronger for those with
lower levels of depressive symptoms; the influence of depressive symptoms was higher
for those living in economically unequal societies, while the influence of nurturing
parenting is stronger in more economically and socially equal societies. The implications
of the study are further discussed.
The second study tested interpersonal violence. The cultural spillover theory was
used to test the influence of the macrosystem on interpersonal violence. Support was
found for the interaction of different levels of environments. Results indicated that
interpersonal violence is higher among boys and has positive associations with childhood
aggression, violent peers, violent parenting, and violence approval. Self-control was
shown to have a negative association with interpersonal violence. State violence had
a significant indirect effect on interpersonal violence through both violent parenting
and violence approval. Militarization had a significant effect on interpersonal
violence through violence approval. The implications of the study are further discussed.
The third study tested youth theft behavior. The institutional anomie theory
was used to test the influence of the macrosystem on theft behavior. Support was
found for the interaction of different levels of environments. Results indicated that theft
behavior is higher among boys and those with lower self-control; the influence of
delinquent peers is higher for boys and those with lower self-control; the influence of
nurturing parenting is higher in the presence of higher economic inequality and lower
social integration; the influence of delinquent peers was higher in the presence of
higher economic inequality; socioeconomic status decreases the theft behavior in
the presence of low social integration and increases theft behavior in the presence of
high social integration.

KEYWORDS: Youths, Antisocial Behavior, Ecological Perspective, Social Forces,
Political Factors, Economic Inequality
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CHAPTER 1. DISSERTATION OVERVIEW
The scientific study of adolescents began with the work of Hall in 1904 and
consists of three parts (as cited in Steinberg & Lerner, 2004). In the first phase, Hall
differentiated adolescence from childhood and adulthood, as a specific stage of life,
characterized by storm and stress. According to him, these characteristics have a
biological basis. The studies on adolescents in the first phase, however, were not based
on theories and scientific methods. These studies mostly had descriptive nature, such as
describing adolescents’ conduct behavior at school. They also exclusively relied on
nature or exclusively relied on nurture. With the methodological and theoretical
improvement, the second phase began in the mid-70s. Research on adolescents grew
significantly. In this phase, both nature and nurture were considered in research. This
progress led to the belief in the plasticity of adolescent development, which allowed for
intervention and practices. In fact, in this phase, it became believable that an adolescent’s
development is a function of both individualistic and environmental characteristics (an
ecological perspective). Therefore, in this phase, the community- and change-based
programs were designed, and policies and programs were evaluated for better
development. This progress has led to the third phase, a scientist-policy–makerpractitioner phase. In the third phase, the field has been intended to help policymakers in
advancing civil society, by promoting positive youth development, as adolescents soon
will be the generation who will get the leadership of themselves, families, and societies
(Lerner & Steinberg, 2009; Steinberg & Lerner, 2004).
Within the field of adolescent development, the major focus of the studies has
been on adolescents in the family context and on problem behaviors. Indeed, since its
1

beginning, adolescents' problem behaviors were one of the focal points of the adolescent
development field. One reason for the focus on problem behavior is the increase of such
behaviors in adolescence (Steinberg & Morris, 2001). Among the groups with high rates
of violent behaviors are youths—defined as people 15 to 24 years of age by the United
Nations (2004)—with the World Health Organization considering “youth violence as a
global public health problem (World Health Organization, 2020).” Antisocial behaviors
are the most common mental and behavioral health problems among children and young
people (National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE), 2006).
Globally, 42% of homicides are committed by youths, and every day 430 youths
die due to interpersonal violence. Furthermore, eight out of 10 adolescent girls who die as
a result of violence are aged 15-19 (United Nations, 2007; World Health Organization,
2020). Additionally, there is a huge variation in youth antisocial behavior across
countries and types of crimes. For example, the theft rate ranges from 8.88 per 100,000 in
Myanmar to 4228.03 in Uruguay (United Nations Office of Drugs and Crime, 2018).
Serious assault (an intentional or reckless application of serious physical force inflicted
upon a person’s body resulting in serious bodily injury) ranges from 19.07 in Japan to
170.37 in Germany. A study by Junger-Tas (2012) reported that the rate of vandalism
varied from 7% in Belgium to 19% in Ireland (For a comprehensive review of regional
variations in different types of deviant behavior see Junger-Tas, 2012).
Scholars have long been trying to identify the predictors of youth deviance and/or
antisociality and cross-national variations within them. The extensive literature on
predicting youth deviance and/or antisociality can be classified into three groups: surveys
with a focus on individuals, comparative cross-national studies, and national case studies.
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Accordingly, the predictors of youth deviance and/or antisociality vary from individuallevel and micro-level factors, such as low self-control and parenting a youth had received
in childhood, to macro-level factors, such as the experience of war in a country. Each
group of studies used different perspectives to explain youth deviance and/or
antisociality. The explanations of youth antisociality vary from biological reasons, such
as the sex of a person, the parenting and schooling that a person receives to the
neighborhood that a person lives and is raised in, and finally to the broader sociocultural
context, like the schooling system in a nation. Undeniably, the broad array of factors can
explain youth antisocial behaviors using different perspectives, with the common
agreement among family scientists being the importance of family environments.
There are still some major gaps in the literature left to be addressed. The first gap
in the literature is the separation of deviant persons from their social contexts.
Microstudies on antisociality have focused on personal characteristics and the close
environment of a deviant person. However, violence does not occur in a vacuum. Indeed,
violence usually happens in a broader social context that goes beyond a person’s family
environment, and thus overlooking the remote environment misses the important part of
antisociality. Second, although cross-national variation in antisocial behaviors is
established in the literature, the mechanisms by which these variations exist are not tested
yet. Third, studies have often used cross-cultural and cross-national studies
interchangeably. The presence of national differences does not necessarily mean that
there are cultural differences (Bornstein, 2012; Lansford et al., 2016). There are cases
where differences could be due to other factors, such as economic ones. For example, to a
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certain extent, some of the differences in parenting styles can be related to income
inequality and, consequently, accessibility to quality daycare for children.
Youth antisocial behavior has deleterious consequences for both offenders and
society. Some individual consequences include employment difficulties (Carter, 2019),
risk of subsequent offenses and arrests (Bersani et al., 2022; Kurlychek et al., 2022), and
educational disengagement (King et al., 2018). Youth antisocial behaviors disrupt the
social order and additionally impact the criminal system. For example, the total cost of
crime for Australia ranged from 9 billion to 35 billion Australian Dollars, for the United
Kingdom, from 36 billion to 60 billion Pounds, and for the United States, from 450
billion to 3,200 billion United States Dollars (as cited in Wickramasekera et al., 2015).
This is especially important because the macro contributors and costs of deviance and
antisociality are not direct and tangible to the majority of people. This indirect nature
prohibits understanding the costs and consequences of macro factors as clearly as the cost
and consequences of more direct micro factors.
In this way, it is important to understand the ecology of the development of youth
antisociality and violent behavior and the reasons for cross-national variations in it. To be
able to examine the factors at different levels, cross-national variation, and the interaction
among the factors, we used (1) bioecological systems theory as the underlying conceptual
framework, (2) the International Dating Violence database, which includes data crossnationally from individuals as the fundamental data source, and (3) a mixed-effect model
as a method to capture the effect of environment on youth antisocial behaviors. In three
empirical studies, we tested three different models of the development of antisocial
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behaviors and symptoms and their correlates, from personal characteristics to national
ones.
The underlying conceptual framework of the three studies was drawn from
Bronfenbrenner’s bioecological systems theory (BST). As one of the major theories in
family sciences, the BST is a theory of development with an emphasis on an individual
and their surrounding environment. In this perspective, an individual is nested in four
environments. The environments from close to remote, respectively, are microsystem,
mesosystem, exosystem, and macrosystem. It is through the interactions of individuals
and interactions of different environments that development unfolds. The microsystem
refers to the setting in which an individual is actively involved, like a developing person's
interactions within their family. The microsystem is nested within the mesosystem
(1979b, p. 22). The mesosystem refers to the interrelationship between two or more
microsystems, such as the relationship between a child’s experience with a teacher at
school and a child’s experience with parents at home. The mesosystem is nested within
the exosystem (Bronfenbrenner, 1979b, p. 25). The exosystem refers to a setting in which
a developing person is not actively involved, but they are indirectly influenced by. For
example, an adolescent is influenced by the decisions and policies of their school’s board,
even though they are not directly and actively involved in such decisions. The exosystem
is nested within the macrosystem (Bronfenbrenner, 1979b, p. 25). The macrosystem
refers to the setting at the level of culture or subculture. For example, the schooling
system is consistent in one nation but different across other nations (Bronfenbrenner,
1979b, p. 26).
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In later studies, Bronfenbrenner mentioned that generational peculiarities, such as
living in an economic boom era, are also influential on development. Accordingly, in this
perspective, the individual itself, the near environment (especially family), remote
environments, and characteristics of the era are all influential. This is an especially useful
theoretical model for studying youths’ antisocial behavior, as all groups of factors are
regarded in the model (Bronfenbrenner, 1979a, 2005; Bronfenbrenner & Evans, 2000;
Bronfenbrenner & Morris, 1998).
To test the ecology of the development of youth delinquency, we needed a data
source that included information from individuals and their developing environment as
well as information that provides us an opportunity to test the cross-national variations.
For this purpose, we used the International Dating Violence (IDV) dataset (Straus, 2011).
According to the design of each of the three studies, other data sources were also used.
IDV was a project intended to assess intimate partner violence. The data for IDV was
collected from 2001 to 2006. Data was obtained from 17,404 university students (mean
age = 22.85, SD = 6.02) including 5,207 males (mean age = 22.85, SD = 5.5) and 12,197
females (mean age = 22.85, SD = 6.23) across 32 nations. Although the sampling for IDV
was not probability sampling, its validity has been supported (Straus, 2009). Data
included information on students’ personal characteristics, life histories, family
backgrounds, and relationship profiles. Such availability of data provided an opportunity
for us to assess the ecology of the development of antisocial behavior.
Variety of Democracy (V-Dem) was another widely used data source. V-Dem is a
new approach to conceptualizing democracy. In this way, democracy is not limited to the
presence of elections. Rather, different aspects of democracy, (e.g., the presence of
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women in parliament), are considered in this approach. This database includes more than
450 indicators. The coding of the indicators is done by country experts for all countries
annually (Coppedge et al., 2018).
The world Value Survey was another source of data. Started in 1981, the World
Value Survey is a project that assesses public value changes and their impact on country
development over time. Including more than 100 countries, the World Value Survey
covers 90% of the world’s population. Data is collected from individuals through home
interviews using structured questionnaires. The sample of the World Value Survey is
representative and includes only individuals older than 18 years of age. This data source
was used mostly for the first study.
The first study tested the ecology of the development of antisocial personality
disorder symptoms (ASPD). The conceptual framework was drawn from the BST and
relative deprivation. Relative deprivation assessed the contribution of social and
economic inequality in predicting ASPD. A model was tested in which sex, age,
childhood misconduct, depressive symptoms, parenting practices, socioeconomic status,
social inequality, and economic inequality were all used to predict ASPD. Social
inequalities were assessed by averaging three indicators from the Variety of Democracy
database (Coppedge et al., 2018). The first indicator assessed health equality
operationalized as the average level of accessibility to quality health care in a nation. The
second indicator assessed educational equality operationalized as the average level of
accessibility to quality basic education in a nation. The third indicator assessed social
equality with respect to civil liberty operationalized as the extent of accessibility to civil
liberties, such as access to justice and private property rights, in a nation regardless of
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socioeconomic status. Economic inequality was operationalized by the GINI index and
the pluralistic/particularistic public goods index (as both are explained above). Following
removing 344 cases as outliers, the sample included a total of 13,792 people, with 4,062
being male (mean age = 20.42, SD = 1.69) and 9,730 being female (mean age = 20.66,
SD = 1.70).
The second study tested the ecology of the development of interpersonal violence.
The conceptual framework was drawn from the BST and cultural spillover theory. A
model was tested in which sex, childhood aggression, self-control, violent peers, violent
parenting, violence approval, socioeconomic status, systemic violence, and militarization
predict interpersonal violence. Systemic violence was assessed by averaging two
indicators from the V-Dem database (Coppedge et al., 2018). The first indicator was the
political violence indicator, which assessed the extent to which groups that are not
formally part of the government, like militias, can use violence against people. The
second indicator was the freedom of torture, which assessed the extent to which a
government uses violence, either physical or psychological, toward a person who is
incarcerated. Militarization was assessed by averaging two indicators from the World
Bank (2021b). The first indicator was the extent of the military expenditure in a nation.
The second indicator assessed the ratio of armed force labor to the total labor in a nation.
After removing 304 cases as outliers, a total of 13,792 cases remained that included 4,062
boys (mean age = 20.42, SD = 1.69) and 9,730 girls (mean age = 20.66, SD = 1.7).
The third study tested the ecology of the development of theft behavior. The
conceptual framework was drawn from the BST and Institutional Anomie Theory.
Institutional Anomie Theory tests the dominance of the economy over social, political,
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and family institutions. A model was tested in which sex, self-control, nurturing
parenting, peer relationships, socioeconomic status, social institutions, economic
institutions, and political institutions predict theft behavior. The influence of the economy
was assessed by the level of economic inequality operationalized by the GINI index and
pluralistic/particularistic public good index. The average of the two indicators was used.
The GINI index assessed the wealth distribution in a nation (World Bank, 2021b). The
particularistic/pluralistic public good index assessed the degree that the national budget
benefits the whole population or privileges a specific group. Data for both GINI and
particularistic/pluralistic public good indices were compiled from the V-Dem database
(Coppedge et al., 2018). The social institution was assessed by the average level of
participation in different social organizations, such as sports clubs, from the Variety of
Democracy database (Coppedge et al., 2018). The family institution was assessed by a
question that asked about the importance of family from the World Value Survey
database (Inglehart et al., 2014). The political institution was assessed by a question
across nations that asked about the importance of politics from the World Value Survey
database (Inglehart et al., 2014). Following removing 304 cases as outliers, the sample
included a total of 13,832 cases (mean age = 20.47, SD = 1.69), with 4,092 being male
(mean age = 20.65, SD = 1.70) and 9,740 being female (mean age = 20.39, SD = 1.69).
The three studies are unique in considering the importance of family and
parenting in their broader context. By taking the role of macro-level factors into account,
these studies show that both individuals and their families are influenced by their broader
environment and that this influence is not always direct. We show that to reduce the
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youth's antisocial and/or deviant behavior, individuals and their immediate environment
in

their

broader

context
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should

be

considered.

CHAPTER 2. STUDY 1: THE IMPACT OF SOCIAL INEQUALITY ON PARENTING
AND YOUTH ANTISOCIAL PERSONALITY
Abstract
The present study tested the ecology of the development of antisocial personality
disorder symptoms (ASPD). The conceptual framework was derived from the
Bioecological Systems Theory and Relative Deprivation Theory. A model was tested in
which sex, age, childhood misconduct, depression, parenting practices, socioeconomic
status, social inequality, and economic inequality predicted ASPD. Data for individuals
were obtained from the International Dating Violence database (n = 14,136, mean age =
20.49, SD = 1.70) and included 4,167 men (mean age = 20.67, SD = 1.71) and 9,969
women (mean age = 20.42, SD = 1.70). Data for social and economic inequalities were
obtained from the Variety of Democracy database. The conceptual model was tested
using Linear Mixed-Effects Models. Results indicated that ASPD is higher among boys
and has a positive association with age, childhood misconduct, depression, and
socioeconomic status, and a negative association with nurturing parenting. The
association between childhood misconduct and ASPD was stronger for girls; the
influence of nurturing parenting and ASPD was stronger for boys; the influence of
nurturing parenting was stronger for those with lower levels of depressive symptoms; the
influence of depressive symptoms was higher for those living in economically unequal
societies, while the influence of nurturing parenting is stronger in economically more
equal and socially equal societies. The implications of the study are further discussed.
Keywords: antisocial personality, ecological model, interactions, micro factors, macro
factors

2.1

Introduction
There are both micro-and macro-level variations in the prevalence of Antisocial

Personality Disorder symptoms (ASPD)—defined as an individual’s tendency to
disregard others that includes a broad range of behaviors, such as breaking rules,
deceiving others, impulsivity, ignoring others’ rights, and aggressiveness (de Brito &
Hodgins, 2009). With respect to individual-level variation, studies have consistently
shown that ASPD is significantly higher among prisoners and among men (for a literature
review see Rotter et al., 2002). For macro-level variations, one cross-national sample of
primary care patients showed that ASPD ranged from no cases in Japan to a minimum of
5.8% and a maximum of 22% in the United States (Moran, 1999).
Consistent with these interpersonal and international variations, micro and macro
studies have shown that both personal and social factors contribute to ASPD. Regarding
the personal factors, childhood misconduct (such as robbery and assault), depression, and
aggression are among the risk factors (Loeber et al., 2002; Washburn et al., 2007; Whipp
et al., 2019). Concerning the microenvironment, ineffective parenting (like dismissive
parenting or overprotective parenting), parents’ mental illnesses, parents’ deaths, parents’
unemployment, parent’s violent relationships with each other, and parental physical
abuse of children are among the risk factors for ASPD (Jacob & Johnson, 1997; Laulik et
al., 2013; Patterson et al., 1989; Reich, 1986; Reijneveld et al., 2012; Reti et al., 2002;
Van Loon et al., 2014). Being younger, being a male, and having lower education are
among the demographic risk factors. Concerning the macro factors, literature has
extensively supported the association between any type of macro inequality and public
mental health. The inequality can be economic (such as differences in income), social
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(such as employment and prestige), educational (such as availability of quality education
for all), health-related (such as availability of quality healthcare for all), etc. (Kale &
Salve, 2021; Marmot & Wilkinson, 2001; Szreter & Woolcock, 2004; Wilkinson, 2002).
In summary, studies have supported different levels of influential factors on ASPD.
The interaction effect of these levels is not yet clear, however. It is known that
violent parenting is a risk factor for ASPD (e.g., Burt et al., 2021); it is also known that
equality in public services is a protective factor for ASPD; however, it is not known
whether these social services can reduce the negative effect of harsh parenting. In
addition, although the effects of social inequality and deprivation on different violent acts
are emphasized, the effect of social inequality on the development of ASPD specifically
has not been tested.
Additionally, we do not know the reason for national differences. Studies have
mostly attributed national differences to cultural differences, such as differences in
parenting practices. In fact, cross-national and cross-cultural variations are often used
interchangeably (Lansford et al., 2016). However, the national differences might not
exclusively be related to culture; rather, they may be due to social services provided to
parents and their children. For instance, the high cost of mental health facilities and
training in parenting best practices in one nation might prevent parents from using them,
while in some other places accessible training and consultation can provide parents with
an opportunity to better practice their parenting. As stated by Bornstein (2012), research
needs to answer why and under what conditions the similarities and differences across
nations exist. To address these limitations, the primary goal of this study is to examine
the extent to which macro factors, especially economic, educational, and health equality
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influence the development of ASPD directly as well as through its interaction with the
micro factors.
The importance of studying and understanding the development of ASPD first
comes from its many devastating effects. Some consequences of ASPD include an early
death or disability due to risky behaviors, unemployment, intimate partner violence and
marital dissatisfaction, alcoholism, suicide, homicide, and substance abuse (Black, 2015;
Compton et al., 2005; de Brito & Hodgins, 2009; Goldstein et al., 2007; Grant et al.,
2004; Kessler et al., 1996; Laulik et al., 2013; Widom, 1989). In addition, the present
study indicates how multiple factors interact together in the emergence of ASPD. As an
example, childhood maltreatment is one of the key risk factors in the development of
ASPD, with 75% of children under four years of age being maltreated by their parents
worldwide (World Health Organization, 2020a). But not all 75% who were maltreated
have ASPD. Incorporating the contribution of environmental factors to the development
of ASPD can clarify why some children are more prone to ASPD. For instance,
sometimes parents might have mental disorders or characteristics that do not allow for
changing parenting practices. In such cases, other institutions are especially needed to
help children, because children are vulnerable and defenseless to protect themselves, an
external source of protection is needed.
In this paper, we show that national differences in ASPD rates are to some degree
due to the different social systems, including accessibility to health, educational, and
financial resources. Using the bioecological systems theory as the conceptual framework
along with multilevel modeling, we can assess how macro factors interact with micro
factors in predicting ASPD.
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2.2

Theory and Literature
Bronfenbrenner’s (1979b) bioecological systems theory is an approach to

studying human development with a focus on the interaction between a person and the
environment. Four environments are specified in the initial bioecological systems theory.
These environments include the microsystem, mesosystem, exosystem, and macrosystem,
and they are not linearly related to each other; rather, they are nested in each other
(1979b, p. 1). The microsystem refers to the setting in which an individual is actively
involved, like a developing person's interactions within their family. The microsystem is
nested within the mesosystem (1979b, p. 22). The mesosystem refers to the
interrelationship between two or more microsystems, such as the relationship between a
child’s experience with the teacher at school and a child’s experience with parents at
home. The mesosystem is nested within the exosystem (Bronfenbrenner, 1979b, p. 25).
The exosystem refers to a setting in which a developing person is not actively involved,
but by which they are indirectly influenced. For example, an adolescent is influenced by
the decisions and policies of their school’s board, even though they are not directly and
actively involved in such decisions. The exosystem is nested within the macrosystem
(Bronfenbrenner, 1979b, p. 25). The macrosystem refers to the setting at the level of
culture or subculture. For example, the schooling system is consistent in one nation but
different across other nations (Bronfenbrenner, 1979b, p. 26). In Bronfenbrenner’s initial
conceptualization of development, he (1979b, p. 9) defined it as “the person's evolving
conception of the ecological environment, and his relation to it, as well as the person's
growing capacity to discover, sustain, or alter its properties.” Later, Bronfenbrenner
included more components in his model, including the role of process, a person’s
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characteristics (such as sex and genes), time (the chronosystem), and context or
environments. In his model, the proximal process refers to the reciprocal interaction of a
person and the immediate environment, and it is the primary mechanism of development.
Studies have supported the importance of factors at different levels on ASPD,
from biological factors, such as brain activities and genetic makeup (Kolla et al., 2021),
to personal characteristics, such as childhood misconduct (Moran, 1999), and family
environments, such as harsh parenting, a frequent criticism of children, physical abuse,
neglect, lack of bond between parents and children, and parental ASPD (for a
comprehensive literature review of the familial predictors of ASPD see Schorr et al.,
2020; Weldon, 2021). Although cross-national differences are found in studies, the
reason for the differences has not been identified (for a review of cross-national studies
among different samples see Moran, 1999).
Concerning the macroenvironment, studies have investigated the association
between economic and social inequalities and antisociality. Two reasons are provided for
such a relationship. The first reason is related to people’s relationships in a society, and
the second is related to a sense of deprivation. The first reason is that in a society with
high inequality, social relationships between people are more conflictual. The
relationships in such a situation are more about hierarchy and gains of other persons,
while in an equal society the relationships are based on mutuality and reciprocity. The
presence of one-way beneficial relationships is one reason for the influence of inequality
on mental health. In an unequal and hierarchical society, routine relationships will not
benefit both sides, and one side of the relationship will feel disadvantaged. This one-
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sided relationship and lack of benefit for some groups lead to a public mental health issue
(Wilkinson, 1999, 2002).
The second explanation comes from the relative deprivation theory. In an unequal
society, resources are controlled by some groups, which leads to feelings of deprivation
for the rest of the population, under specific circumstances, especially by comparison. By
comparing themselves with more advantaged groups of society, economically
disadvantaged individuals feel deprived, which leads to anger and frustration (e.g.,
Agnew, 1985, 1992, 1999 see page 129; Bernard, 1990; Goff et al., 2018; Pinchak &
Swisher, 2022; Wilkinson, 2002).
Concluding from the theory and empirical literature, the development of ASPD is
a function of personal and family characteristics, which are also influenced by the
broader social environment (see Figure 1). In this study, we test whether economic and
social inequalities in a society interact with the lower levels of influential factors that
contribute to ASPD.
2.3

Method
The present study is intended to test an ecological model of the development of

ASPD. Data were obtained from the International Dating Violence Survey (IDVS) and
the Variety of Democracy dataset. The IDVS was a project carried out across 32
countries from 2001 to 2006 to study intimate partner violence cross-nationally. The data
was collected from university students (Straus, 2011). Different indicators at the
individual- and couple-level were measured in the project, including individual
characteristics (such as antisocial personality and depressive symptoms), the parenting a
person had received in childhood, and the couple relationship profiles (such as jealousy
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and dominance). IDVS was used to assess the micro and exosystem, and the Variety of
Democracy (V-Dem) database was used to assess the macrosystem variables. V-Dem is a
new way of conceptualizing democracy. In this approach, democracy is not equal to an
election; rather, an election is considered a requirement of democracy. Variety of
democracy conceptualizes democracy more broadly and assumes democracy has more
components, such as freedom of media, women’s freedom and equal rights, and equality
in access to education and health care, etc. The coding of data for all countries worldwide
is done by country experts annually (for more information see Coppedge et al., 2018).
To control for cohort effects and generational differences, only youths⸺24 years
of age and younger (United Nations, 1981)⸺were included from the IDVS. The sample
(n = 14,136, mean age = 20.49, SD = 1.70) included 4,167 men (mean age = 20.67, SD =
1.71) and 9,969 women (mean age = 20.42, SD = 1.70). The descriptive statistics of and
the bivariate correlations between variables are shown in Table 1.1. and Table 1.2. A
multilevel regression analysis was conducted with the Restricted Maximum Likelihood
estimator in R (Bates et al., 2015; R Core Team, 2019), after controlling for age and sex
of the participants, to test the following hypotheses:
Individual Characteristics and Microsystem:
H1. ASPD is more prevalent among those with histories of childhood misconduct.
In addition, consistent with previous studies (e.g., Atherton et al., 2019; Hotton, 2003),
because childhood misconduct is higher among boys, it is hypothesized that the
association between childhood misconduct and ASPD is stronger for boys.
H2. Depressive symptoms are positively associated with ASPD.
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In addition, consistent with previous studies (e.g., Seney et al., 2021), because depressive
symptoms are more prevalent among girls, it is hypothesized that the association between
depressive symptoms and ASPD is stronger among girls. Moreover, because of the
negative association between positive parenting and depressive symptoms (e.g., Jules et
al., 2021; Keijser et al., 2020), it is hypothesized that the association between depression
and ASPD declines with more positive parenting.
Microsystems
H3. Positive parenting is negatively associated with ASPD.
In addition, consistent with previous studies (e.g., Fooladvand et al., 2021),
because positive parenting can reduce the influence of childhood misconduct, it is also
hypothesized that positive parenting decreases the strength of the association between
childhood misconduct and ASPD. Moreover, because of the contrary findings on sex
differences in the perception and/or experiences of parenting, with some studies finding
such differences (e.g., Feng et al., 2021; Singh, 2019), and others not (e.g., Bibi et al.,
2021), whether sex moderates the association between the positive parenting and ASPD
is also tested.
Exosystem
H4. The influence of positive parenting is stronger for higher levels of SES.
Macrosystem
H5. Economic equality is negatively associated with individuals’ ASPD.
In addition, economic equality influences ASPD by moderating the association
between depression and ASPD as well as by moderating the association between positive
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parenting and ASPD, with the effect of economic equality on depression being explained
in the previous section.
H6. Social equality (including health, education, and equality in civil liberties by
social class) is negatively associated with individuals’ ASPD.
In addition, social equality influences ASPD by moderating the association
between depression and ASPD as well as by moderating the association between positive
parenting and ASPD, with the effect of social equality on depression being explained in
the previous section.
2.3.1

Measures

Dependent Variable
The antisocial personality symptom (ASPD) scale consisted of three subscales
and nine items from IDVS. The average of nine items was used to measure ASPD. The
first subscale, Deceit, included two items: “I often lie to get what I want” and “I lie to
make myself look better.” The second subscale, Impulsive/Rule Breaking, included four
items: “I often break things that belong to others on purpose,” “I often do things that are
against the law,” “I often do things that other people think are dangerous,” and “I have
trouble following the rules at work or in school.” The third subscale, Mistreatment of
Others, included three items: “I don’t think about how what I do will affect other people,”
“I only treat people badly if they deserve it,” and “I feel sorry when I hurt someone.”
There were four response options from 1, “Strongly Disagree,” to 4, “Strongly Agree.”
The last item that was coded negatively was reverse coded. Thus, for all items, the higher
score indicated a higher level of ASPD (mean = 1.78, SD = 0.40) .The Cronbach’s alpha
of this variable was .70.
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2.3.1.1 Personal Characteristic Variables
Sex. Sex was assessed by a binary variable, with zero representing boys
(following removing the outliers n = 4,062, mean age = 20.42, SD = 1.69) and one, girls
(following removing the outliers n = 9,730, mean age = 20.66, SD = 1.70).
Childhood Misconduct. Childhood antisocial behavior was assessed by
averaging two items from IDVS: “Before age 15, I physically attacked someone with the
idea of seriously hurting them” and “Before age 15, I hit or threatened to hit my parents.”
There were four response options from 1, “Strongly Disagree,” to 4, “Strongly Agree,”
with the higher score representing more childhood antisociality (mean = 1.38, SD =
0.56). The Pearson correlation between the two items was 0.37.
Depressive Symptoms. Depressive symptoms were assessed by averaging eight
items from IDVS: “I enjoy my day-to-day life,” “My life is generally going well,” “I feel
sad quite often,” “I think good things will happen to me in the future,” “I am generally in
a good mood,” “I have thought about killing myself,” “I am so sad, sometimes I wonder
why I bother to go on living,” and “I usually wake up feeling pretty good.” There were
four response options from 1, “Strongly Disagree,” to 4, “Strongly Agree.” Item 1 to Item
5 that were coded negatively were reverse coded. Thus, for all items, the higher score
indicated more depressive symptoms (mean = 1.91, SD = 0.50). The Cronbach’s alpha
for this variable was .82.
2.3.1.2 Microsystem Variables
Positive Parenting. The parenting measure included three subscales from the IDVS and
was assessed by averaging six items: Helping (“My parents helped me when I had trouble
understanding something” and “My parents did not help me to do my best in school”),
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supervision (“My parents did not care if I did things like shoplifting” and “My parents
did not care if I got into trouble in school”), and nurturing (“My parents did not comfort
me when I was upset” and “My parents helped me when I had problems”). Items had 4
response options from 1 “strongly disagree” to 5 “strongly agree.” Items two to five were
coded inversely; thus, they were reverse coded so that a higher score represents the more
nurturing parenting (mean = 3.28, SD = 0.54). Cronbach’s alpha for these items was .72.
2.3.1.3 Exosystem Variables
Socioeconomic Status (SES). SES was assessed by three indicators, including
family income, father’s education, and mother’s education from IDVS. For education,
respondents were asked to choose the level of their father’s education and their mother's
education separately from seven options, ranging from 1, “less than high school” to 7,
“postgraduate degree.” For income, respondents were asked to indicate their family’s
yearly income. For each country, the responses were transformed into Z scores, meaning
that the SES score of each person is the standard deviation from the mean in their nation
(mean = 0.05, SD = 0.97).
2.3.1.4 Macrosystem Variables
For the macrosystem, we included two qualities of the broader national context a
person lives in: economic inequality in the nation a person lives in and social inequality
in the nation a person lives in. Each of these qualities was assessed by averaging different
indicators. Economic inequality was assessed by two indicators: the particularistic or
public goods index and the GINI coefficient. Social inequality was assessed by three
indicators: educational equality, health equality, and social class equality with respect to
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civil liberty. The Variety of Democracy database was used for all macro variables. The
Variety of Democracy is a new way of conceptualizing democracy created by more than
300 social scientists (Coppedge et al., 2018).
GINI Coefficient. This index measures the extent to which income distribution
among people in a nation is different from the income distribution when it is equally
distributed among people (World Bank, 2021b). This indicator ranges from zero to 100,
with the higher score indicating more inequality in income (mean = 36.83, SD = 7.95).
There was a statistical difference between at least two countries (F = 1.785e+27, P <
.001), with South Africa (mean = 60.65, SD = 0.00) having the highest GINI coefficient,
and Sweden the lowest (mean = 25.63, SD = 0.00).
Particularistic or Public Good Index. This index measures the extent to which
the general people versus a specific group benefit from the public good. This indicator
considers the entire budget of social and infrastructural spending. There was a statistical
difference in this indicator between at least two countries (F = 394,664, P < .001). This
indicator ranged from - 0.94 in Guatemala to 2.89 in the Netherlands. To be consistent
with the GINI coefficient and address the inequality, we reversed this item by multiplying
it with -1. Thus, a higher score represented more budget was devoted to a particular
group than the general public. This measure allows us to capture the extent to which
resources in a nation are in control of specific groups of society, which is important for
the concept of relative deprivation. While the GINI index concentrates on individuals’
income, the Particularistic or Public Good index focuses on the way that the public
budget is spent. The Particularistic or Public Good index captures the extent to which
different groups across society benefit from the national resources. This measure is
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important concerning relative economic deprivation as it shows how resources are
unequally and obviously distributed.
Health Inequality. Health inequality was assessed by an indicator measuring the
extent to which high-quality basic healthcare that enables individuals to treat preventable
and treatable illnesses, is guaranteed to all. This provision provides individuals with an
opportunity to exercise their rights as citizens, such as working and participating in civil
organizations in society (Coppedge et al., 2018). This indicator ranged from -1.73 in
South Africa to 2.97 in Lithuania, with the higher score representing more equality in
receiving healthcare (mean = 1.16, SD = 1.21). There was a statistical difference between
at least two countries (F = 755,864, P < .001).
Educational Inequality. Educational inequality was measured by an indicator
assessing the extent to which high-quality basic education is guaranteed to all. For most
countries, the basic education refers to education provided for those between 6 to 16;
however, it can be slightly different (Coppedge et al., 2018). Data ranged from -2.19 in
South Africa to 3.08 in Belgium, with a higher score representing more equality (mean =
1.24, SD = 1.12). There was a statistical difference between at least two countries (F =
885,905, P < .001).
Social Class Equality with respect to Civil Liberty. This indicator addresses the
extent to which people from different socioeconomic statuses enjoy the same degree of
civil liberties, such as access to justice, private property rights, freedom of movement,
and freedom from forced labor (Coppedge et al., 2018). Data ranged from -1.44 in
Guatemala to 3.07 in Japan, with a higher score representing more equality (mean = 1.59,
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SD = 0.88). There was a statistical difference between at least two countries (F =
933,990, P < .001).
Because of a very high correlation between the pluralistic/particularistic index and
the GINI coefficient, the average of these two indicators was used to assess economic
inequality. Similarly, because of a high correlation and Cronbach’s alpha (α = .95)
between health equality, educational equality, and social class equality with respect to
civil liberty, the average of these three indicators was used to assess the social inequality.
The average was then reversed so that a higher score represents more equality. Table 2
presents the bivariate correlation of the variables.
2.4

Results
Before running the regression, the data was checked for multivariate outliers. The

results of the Mahalanobis (1936) test indicated 344 cases as outliers (Lüdecke, 2021).
Except for the interaction effect of parenting and socioeconomic status that became nonsignificant following removing the outliers, the significance and direction of the results
did not change after removing the outliers. The reported results are the results following
removing the outliers. The intraclass correlation of the null model (ICC = .129) was low,
meaning that the ratio of the between-country variance to the total variance (both
between- and within-country together) of ASPD was very low (Nakagawa et al., 2017).
As a result, the model was run once using the multiple regression method and once using
linear mixed models. In both cases, the significance and direction of the results were the
same. Overall, results of the multilevel model indicated that the fixed factors alone
explained 30% of the variance of the ASPD, and the fixed and random factors together
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explained 38% of the variance of the ASPD. Support was found for the influence of
different levels of environments.
2.4.1

Personal Characteristics
Consistent with the previous literature, ASPD had a positive association with

childhood misconduct and depressive symptoms and had a negative association with age.
In addition, ASPD was more prevalent among boys. Even though boys had higher ASPD
and childhood misconduct, the influence of childhood misconduct on ASPD was higher
among girls.
2.4.2

Microsystem and Mesosystem
Consistent with the literature, positive parenting decreased the risk of ASPD,

especially for those with a lower level of depressive symptoms and for boys.
2.4.3

Exo- and Macrosystem
Inconsistent with the literature, SES as an exosystem indicator did not interact

with parenting. Regarding macro factors, social and economic inequalities showed a
direct effect on ASPD. However, their higher-order terms were significant. As
mentioned, depression increased ASPD. The association between depression and ASPD
was stronger for higher levels of economic inequality. In addition, positive parenting
reduced ASPD, and this association was stronger for lower levels of economic inequality.
Indeed, when economic inequality was higher, the influence of parenting declined.
However, the association of positive parenting with ASPD was stronger for higher levels
of social inequality. In other words, positive parenting reduced ASPD more when social
inequality was higher.
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2.5

Discussion
The present study was intended to demonstrate the complex nature of human

development by testing an empirical model predicting antisocial personality symptoms
(ASPD). Using bioecological systems theory as the primary conceptual framework,
support was found for the influence of different levels of environments, whether a direct
or a conditional effect, on ASPD. We found that being male, childhood aggression, and
depression are positively associated with ASPD, and age and nurturing parenting are
negatively associated with ASPD.
One interesting finding is that when social inequality is higher, positive parenting
is a stronger predictor of declining ASPD. This finding shows that in the presence of
social inequality, the role of parenting becomes more important. This can be explained
through the institutional anomie theory (Hövermann et al., 2016; Messner et al., 2008;
Stults & Falco, 2014). According to this perspective, different institutions in a society are
in harmony. These institutions balance and regulate each other. When economic values
dominate in a society and infiltrate other institutions, the economic mentality, which is a
calculative rational mentality looking for the most material benefit, dominates a society.
As such, if the means of gaining the economic goals are not available, the risk of
antisociality increases. This was shown as positive parenting reducing the ASPD, but its
influence was stronger when the economic inequality was lower. In fact, we saw that
when the balance existed as demonstrated by low economic inequality, positive parenting
lowered ASPD more than when economic inequality was more. Interestingly, in the
present study, we uncovered that in presence of high social inequality, the influence of
parenting is stronger. This can be justified by the coexistence and balance among the
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institutions. Indeed, one can infer that it is the parenting that balances out the negative
influence that social inequality might have on antisociality. In situations where social
inequality increases, it is the family and parenting a person receives that balance out the
high social inequality.
The interaction effect of the macro factors on the microenvironment illustrates
that the way individuals are influenced by their immediate environment is, to some
degree, shaped by the social contexts. For example, nurturing parenting declines ASPD,
but its extent is conditional on social and economic inequalities. To address
developmental issues such as ASPD, a person and their surroundings need to be
scrutinized in their social broader context. The influence of factors, such as parenting,
cannot simply be seen in a vacuum. Considering only individual aspects of the ASPD
prohibits comprehending the broader picture of influential factors. The present study
indicates that individual and macro factors need to be recognized together in offering
appropriate approaches to address ASPD. This is especially important because the macro
factors are indirect and external to individuals. This indirect manner does not allow for
understanding it very clearly, as studies have mostly overlooked this intangible aspect
and focused on more direct and tangible aspects of development. There are national
factors that are beyond a person’s control, yet they influence the person’s development.
The present study was another step toward illustrating the influence of social
inequalities on psychological outcomes. There were a few limitations in the present
study. First, the sampling of the International Dating Violence database was not a
probability sampling. However, the validity and reliability of the constructs in the
database were supported (Straus, 2011). The utilization of secondary data sources limited
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us in developing the model. The next step would need to include more measures of the
microsystem, and consequently, the mesosystem. In addition, to our knowledge, previous
studies have used SES as an indicator for exosystem. However, it would be great if we
were able to incorporate other measures of exosystem, such as the decisions that are
made in a parents’ workplace, into the model.
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Table 2-1- Descriptive Statistics of the Variables of Study
Mean
1.779
0.705
20.493
1.378
1.911
3.282
0.049
1.239
1.162
1.588
1.279
36.832
0.133
0.000

SD
0.400
0.456
1.703
0.557
0.514
0.544
0.974
1.122
1.209
0.877
0.661
7.952
1.017
0.933

Median
1.778
1.000
20.000
1.000
1.875
3.400
0.072
0.978
1.336
1.937
1.196
35.567
0.099
-0.129

Min
1.000
0.000
18.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
-3.200
-2.267
-1.807
-1.592
-1.056
25.625
-3.014
-2.552

ASPD
Sex
Age
Childhood misconduct
Depression
Positive Parenting
SES
Educational equality
Health equality
Equality by social class
Particularistic economy
GINI coefficient
Economic equality
Social equality
Note.
ASPD = Antisocial Social Personality Disorder Symptoms
SES = Socioeconomic status
Min = minimum
Max = Maximum
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Max
3.667
1.000
24.000
4.000
4.000
4.000
3.495
3.153
2.971
3.066
2.910
60.650
1.862
1.564

Skewness
0.309
-0.900
0.263
1.526
0.473
-0.623
-0.066
-0.549
-0.181
-1.201
0.071
1.337
-1.004
-0.678

Kurtosis
0.034
-1.190
-1.119
2.156
0.251
0.064
-0.169
-0.225
-1.132
1.171
1.502
1.564
1.371
-0.242

Table 2-2- Bivariate Correlation Among the Variables of the Study
1
2
3
4
1. ASPD
1
2. Sex
-.254 1
3. Age
-.024 -.068 1
4. Childhood misconduct
.425 -.214 -.01
1
5. Depression
.4
-.006 .014 .234
6. Positive Parenting
-.384 .102 -.06
-.285
7. SES
.019 -.05
-.017 .01
8. Educational equality
-.119 .047 .036 -.071
9. Health equality
-.118 .053 .055 -.076
10. Equality by social class
-.178 .053 .067 -.062
11. Particularistic/
-.131 .062 .162 -.064
pluralistic economy
12. GINI coefficient
.158 -.053 -.15
.059
13. Economic equality
-.19
.068 .163 -.062
14. Social equality
-.148 .055 .057 -.075
Note.
ASPD = Antisocial Social Personality Disorder Symptoms
SES = Socioeconomic status

5

6

7

8

9

10

1
-.421
-.076
-.005
-.035
-.099

1
.153
.073
.096
.162

1
-.013
-.001
.007

1
.901
.787

1
.727

1

.001

.053

.01

.633

.635

.522

1

.005
-.038
-.049

-.103
.126
.118

0
.009
-.002

-.767
.782
.961

-.636
.663
.939

-.72
.788
.899

-.755
.947
.64
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11

12

13

14

1
-.926
-.735

1
.773

1

Table 2-3- Results of Mixed Effects Model Predicting ASPD
Variable
Intercept
Sex
Age
Childhood misconduct
Depression
Parenting
Socioeconomic status
Social inequality
Economic inequality

Coefficient
1.90
- 0.14 ***
- 0.01***
0.18 ***
0.18 ***
- 0.15 ***
0.02 ***
0.06
0.03

SE
0.030
0.008
0.002
0.010
0.020
0.010
0.004
0.040
0.040

95% CI
[ 1.84, 1.95]
[- 0.15, - 0.12]
[- 0.01, - 0.01]
[ 0.16, 0.20]
[ 0.15, 0.21]
[- 0.18, - 0.12]
[ 0.01, 0.03]
[- 0.01, 0.14]
[- 0.01, 0.10]

Sex * Childhood misconduct
0.04 *
Sex * Depression
- 0.01
Sex * Positive parenting
0.05*
Childhood misconduct * positive parenting
0.02
Depression * positive parenting
0.05 **
Depression * economic inequality
0.04 ***
Depression * social inequality
- 0.01
Positive parenting * socioeconomic status
- 0.01
Positive parenting *economic inequality
0.03*
Positive parenting * social inequality
- 0.02*
Social equality * socioeconomic status
0.003
Economic equality *socioeconomic status
0.001
Social inequality* economic inequality
- 0.03*
Note.
* P < .05; ** P < .01; *** P < .001
Adjusted ICC: .110
Conditional ICC: .077
Marginal R2 =.303
Conditional R2 =.380
ASPD: Antisocial Personality Disorder
ASPD = Antisocial Social Personality Disorder Symptoms

0.010
0.020
0.020
0.010
0.010
0.010
0.010
0.007
0.010
0.010
0.005
0.010
0.020

[ 0.01, 0.07]
[- 0.05, 0.02]
[ 0.01, 0.08]
[ 0.00, 0.05]
[ 0.01, 0.07]
[ 0.02, 0.06]
[- 0.03, 0.01]
[- 0.02, 0.00]
[0.00, 0.05]
[- 0.05, 0.00]
[- 0.01, 0.01]
[- 0.01, 0.01]
[- 0.06, 0.00]
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Table 2-4- Antisocial Personality Disorder Rate by Country
Standard
N
Mean
Minimum
Deviation
Australia
181
1.66
0.39
1.00
Belgium
558
1.60
0.35
1.00
Brazil
257
1.78
0.40
1.00
Canada
1114
1.70
0.41
1.00
China
1619
1.94
0.34
1.00
England
410
1.75
0.37
1.00
Germany
361
1.74
0.32
1.00
Greece
274
1.80
0.40
1.00
Guatemala
240
1.83
0.44
1.00
Hong Kong
622
1.85
0.32
1.00
Hungary
163
1.64
0.33
1.00
India
186
1.94
0.35
1.22
Iran
99
1.85
0.36
1.00
Israel
151
1.70
0.40
1.00
Japan
207
1.90
0.36
1.00
Lithuania
434
1.95
0.35
1.00
Malta
96
1.74
0.36
1.00
Mexico
222
1.88
0.44
1.00
Netherlands
376
1.46
0.29
1.00
New Zealand 124
1.69
0.38
1.00
Portugal
399
1.74
0.36
1.00
Romania
262
1.64
0.37
1.00
Russia
440
2.03
0.33
1.00
Singapore
164
1.79
0.32
1.11
South Africa
96
1.81
0.40
1.00
South Korea
178
2.08
0.32
1.00
Sweden
276
1.53
0.37
1.00
Switzerland
131
1.63
0.32
1.00
Taiwan
254
2.00
0.37
1.00
Tanzania
108
1.98
0.42
1.00
USA
3931
1.74
0.42
1.00
Venezuela
203
1.69
0.44
1.00
Total
14,136
1.78
0.40
1.00
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Maximum Skewness Kurtosis
3.00
3.11
3.00
3.56
3.22
3.22
2.44
3.56
3.33
3.00
2.67
3.67
3.00
3.22
3.00
2.89
2.78
3.33
2.33
2.67
2.89
3.00
3.44
2.67
2.89
2.89
3.67
2.33
3.56
3.11
3.67
3.11
4.00

0.48
0.69
0.30
0.60
0.15
0.43
0.10
0.49
0.49
0.06
0.38
0.69
0.25
0.56
0.14
-0.02
0.33
0.32
0.51
0.22
0.29
0.54
0.25
0.11
0.35
-0.65
1.10
0.16
0.55
0.05
0.43
0.70
0.31

-0.01
0.50
-0.24
0.36
0.17
0.41
-0.53
0.41
0.20
0.23
-0.18
2.50
0.70
0.63
0.17
-0.13
-0.15
0.01
-0.22
-0.44
-0.09
0.18
0.96
-0.28
-0.07
0.72
3.22
-0.85
1.37
-0.19
0.04
0.34
0.03
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Figure 2-1- Empirical Model Predicting Antisocial Personality Disorder Symptoms
Macro-level variables are presented in the squares
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CHAPTER 3. SECOND STUDY: THE IMPACT OF STATE VIOLENCE ON
INTERPERSONAL VIOLENCE AMONG ADOLESCENTS AND YOUNG
ADULTS
Abstract
The present study tested the ecology of the development of interpersonal violence.
The conceptual framework was derived from the Bioecological Systems Theory and
Cultural Spillover theory. A model was tested in which sex, childhood aggression, selfcontrol, violent peers, violent parenting, violence approval, state violence, and
militarization predict interpersonal violence. Data for individuals were obtained from the
International Dating Violence database (n = 14,136, mean age = 20.49, SD = 1.70) and
included 4,167 men (mean age = 20.67, SD = 1.71) and 9,969 women (mean age = 20.42,
SD = 1.70). Data for state violence was compiled from the Variety of Democracy
database and data for militarization was compiled from the World Bank database. The
conceptual model was tested using Linear Mixed-Effects Models. Results indicated that
interpersonal violence is higher among boys, and has a positive association with
childhood aggression, violent peers, violent parenting, and violence approval. Selfcontrol was shown to have a negative association with interpersonal violence. State
violence had a significant indirect effect on interpersonal violence through both violent
parenting and violence approval. Militarization had a significant effect on interpersonal
violence through violence approval. The implications of the study are further discussed.
Keywords: interpersonal violence, ecological model, state violence, militarization,
violence spillover

3.1

Introduction
Every day, around 430 youths, from 15 to 24 years of age, die due to interpersonal

violence, with 20 to 40 youths being hospitalized for every death. Every year, 43% of the
total number of homicides worldwide (200,000 total number) are committed by youths
(United Nations, 2007). In addition, there is significant cross-national variation in rates of
interpersonal violence. As such, the rate of serious assault—which is defined as an
intentional or reckless application of serious physical force inflicted upon a person’s
body, resulting in serious bodily injury— per 100,000 (UNODC, 2015) ranges from
19.07 in Japan to 170.37 in Germany. Indeed, although interpersonal violence is an act
conducted by an individual, the cross-national variation indicates that in some societies,
young people are more likely to engage in it than in other societies.
These individual and cross-national aspects of interpersonal violence have been
the subject of much theoretical and empirical research. Among factors related to a
person’s characteristics and family conditions, being male, having low self-control, not
having strong bonds with parents, and experiencing maltreatment (especially in
childhood) are associated with crime (for the latest review of cross-national micro
criminology, see Gottfredson, 2021). At the neighborhood level, living in disadvantaged
areas and neighborhoods with high crime rates are risk factors for perpetrating violence
(Clear et al., 2014; Kashani et al., 1999). At the national level, the presence of legitimate
violence (especially war) and the public approval of violence are associated with
interpersonal violence (Baron et al., 1988; Lysova & Straus, 2019). In fact, there are
many correlates of interpersonal violence, from personal ones to social and national
factors.
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Although interpersonal violence has been studied from different perspectives,
there are some gaps in the literature left to be addressed. Firstly, even though public
violence approval and the presence of collective and state violence 1, such as war, are
shown to have a significant influence on the development of violent behaviors, their
influence is not controlled in micro studies. Secondly, cross-national studies and national
case-studies have overlooked the mechanisms of how and why macro violence is
transferred to individuals. Finally, the macro studies have investigated only the impact of
wars on interpersonal violence, even though many countries with high rates of violence
have not been involved in a war for many years. To address these deficiencies, this study
asks: how and through what mechanisms does macro violence influence the development
of interpersonal violence?
Addressing this question is especially important because legitimate state violence
such as the death penalty⸺ is distant, indirect, and intangible for the majority of the
population. In fact, when violence occurs beyond an individual's immediate environment,
it is not as indirect and intangible as micro violence. For example, a harsh law such as the
death penalty or military deployment is not something to be seen and experienced
directly by most people in their everyday routine lives. The imperceptible manner of
macro violence prohibits comprehending its influence as clearly and as directly as the
influence of interpersonal violence, such as personal fights and direct assault.
Additionally, the legitimacy ascribed to macro violence, for example, through laws that
permit violence, further adds to violence approval. Legitimate macro violence increases

1. By macro violence, we refer to a status of a society when the majority of the people are influenced by
violence. A clear example of this condition is war, with regions being attacked experiencing direct
violence, and people in other regions of a country that is attacked experiencing indirect consequences, such
as losing loved ones, or the economic crisis brought by war.
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interpersonal violence because it turns the violence into something accepted and
normative, which then leads to public approval of violence, and consequently use of
violence (Baron et al., 1988). This is especially important for explaining youth violence,
given that macro violence cannot be controlled by youths, who are newly entering
adulthood and the decision-making stage, yet are influenced by and socialized in the
structures that existed before them.
To understand the mechanisms of how state violence increases interpersonal
violence and contributes to cross-national variation in interpersonal violence, we test a
model in which macro violence influences interpersonal violence directly and indirectly
through its influence on the close environment in which a person lives. Using
bioecological systems theory and cultural spillover theory as the conceptual framework,
along with multilevel modeling, we show that individuals are influenced by legitimate
violence in the remote environment, even if the violence is not as bold and direct as war;
we show that the differences in interpersonal violence rates cross-nationally are to some
degree due to the presence of legitimate structural violence.
3.2
3.2.1

Theoretical and Empirical Literature
Bioecological Systems Theory
One theory that studies human development in its context is the bioecological

systems theory. According to this theory, a person’s thoughts and perceptions are built
through their interactions with other individuals, as well as through the influence of their
surrounding environments, such as family. Five environments are recognized in this
model: the microsystem, mesosystem, exosystem, macrosystem, and chronosystem
(Bronfenbrenner, 1979b, 2001; Rosa & Tudge, 2013). The microsystem refers to the
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immediate environment that a developing person lives in, such as family. The
mesosystem refers to the interaction of the microsystems, like the interaction of a child’s
experience at home and their experience at school. The exosystem refers to the
environment that is not directly experienced by a developing person but influences them.
For example, a child's experience at home can be influenced by their parents’ experience
at work, while the child does not have any control over the parents’ experience at work.
The macrosystem refers to the remote environment a person lives in, such as cultural
influences (Bronfenbrenner, 1979b).
Later, Bronfenbrenner added the chronosystem and the importance of a person’s
characteristics to his theory. The chronosystem refers to generational differences in
development. For example, a generation that is born in a time of economic recession
experiences different developmental trajectories than a generation that is born in an
economic boom era. In addition, personal characteristics are impactful on a person’s
development. For example, a person’s intelligence can speed up psychological
development and problem-solving skills, and a person’s beauty can increase their
interactions with others and social development (Bronfenbrenner & Evans, 2000;
Bronfenbrenner & Morris, 1998, 2007; Rosa & Tudge, 2013).
The proximal process, which refers to the interaction of an individual with their
environments, like the interaction of a child with their caregiver, is the primary
mechanism of development. These interactions are influenced by personal characteristics,
the social environment a person lives in, and the chronosystem; it is through these
interactions that development unfolds. In summary, according to Bronfenbrenner’s
bioecological

systems

theory,

a

person’s
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characteristics,

contexts

(systems),

chronosystem, and proximal processes are influential on their development (Rosa &
Tudge, 2013).
Accordingly, interpersonal violence is the function of a person's characteristics,
family and living conditions, and remote environment. The remote environment
influences interpersonal violence directly and indirectly through its influence on the
lower levels of the environment. One of the limitations of Bronfenbrenner’s bioecological
systems theory is that it does not elaborate on how the different levels of the system affect
one another. We use the cultural spillover theory to connect the macro and
microenvironments to explain interpersonal violence.
3.2.2

Cultural Spillover Theory
The cultural spillover theory was originally introduced by Baron et al. (1988) to

explain the reasons for committing rape. This theory links macro violence to individuals’
violent acts. According to the cultural spillover theory, the extent of the presence of
legitimate violence in a society is positively associated with any kind of individual
violence. For example, the presence of strict school rules or strict political laws, even if
legal and legitimate, increases the likelihood of individuals’ violent behavior. The
presence of legitimate violence makes the violence acceptable and approved. This
acceptance and approval of violence, then, leads to violence in different areas of a
person’s life, regardless of whether the act is legitimate or not (Jones, 2012, p. 153;
Rosenbaum, 2018, pp. 29–30; Thompson, 2017, pp. 100–103; Tolan & Guerra, 1998, p.
200).
Presence of legitimate violence → approval of violence → personal violence (regardless
of legitimacy)
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Empirical studies have found support for this perspective. Lansford et al. (2014)
found that parents’ acceptance of violence is associated with their aggressive behavior
toward their children and Xia et al. (2018) found that in families where parents use
physical violence (beating) against each other and their children, adolescents accept
violence, and adolescents’ interpersonal violence increases (Delaney, 2021). Similarly,
Lysova and Straus (2019) and Hogben et al. (2001) tested cultural spillover theory at
national and individual levels to predict intimate partner violence. At both levels, they
found that more approval of violence, such as individuals’ approval of physical
punishment by parents (and its aggregate for a nation), led to more intimate partner
violence. However, the literature has focused on the association between legitimacy and
approval of violence and violent behavior, but not the presence of violence on legitimacy
and approval of violence, even though cultural spillover theory suggests that the presence
of macro violence leads to the approval and legitimacy of violence (Baron et al., 1988).
Previous empirical studies on state violence have investigated the influence of
war on different psychological outcomes, and they can be categorized into two groups
(Cummings et al., 2014). The first group pinpointed the direct impact of war on
psychological outcomes, such as depression, aggression, helplessness, and anxiety (J. T.
de Jong et al., 2003; K. de Jong et al., 2008; Dubow et al., 2009; Punamäki, 1990; Qouta
et al., 2007). The second generation of studies identified the mechanism through which
war affects a person’s psychological wellbeing. This group of researchers concluded that
children’s and youths’ psychological wellbeing after a war is a function of multiple
factors, such as the death of a caregiver, harsh parenting, socioeconomic status, physical
abuse, etc. (Al-Krenawi & Graham, 2012; Barber, 2013, 2014; Betancourt et al., 2013;
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Cummings et al., 2009, 2012; Eltanamly et al., 2021; Masten et al., 2015; Saile et al.,
2016).
In summary, studies on the influence of macro violence on individuals’
psychological outcomes have mostly focused on war (as an indicator of macro violence).
Additionally, when identifying the mechanism of how macro violence influences
interpersonal violence, lower-level environmental factors, such as a person’s
characteristics and background, were overlooked. Combining bioecological systems
theory and cultural spillover theory, the present study intends to fill the gap in the
literature by testing a multilevel model in which interpersonal violence is a function of
personal characteristics, violent socialization, and violence approval; violent socialization
and violence approval are predicted by macro legitimate violence (see Figure 2).
Figure 2 presents the conceptual framework. We test a model in which state
violence, militarization, violent parenting, violence approval, self-control, childhood
misconduct, delinquent peers, and sex predict interpersonal violence. Drawing upon the
cultural spillover theory that state violence is transferred to the individuals through the
legitimacy of violence, and daring upon the previous studies that showed that in presence
of structural violence, such as war, family plays an important role, it is assumed that
parenting is predicted by state violence, militarization, SES, and sex. In other words,
parenting mediated the association between militarization and state violence with
interpersonal violence partially, and the association of SES and interpersonal violence
fully. Consistent with the cultural spillover theory, it is also assumed that violence
approval is predicted by state violence, militarization, and sex. In other words, it is
assumed that violence approval mediates the association between state violence and
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militarization. Finally, the interaction effect of sex with all other predictors was added to
the model.
3.2.3

Hypothesis

Personal Characteristics
Concerning personal characteristics, different aspects of self-control, such as
impulsivity, hyperactivity, and sensation-seeking (e.g. Dahlberg, 1998; Herrenkohl et al.,
2000; Kashani et al., 1999; Lösel & Farrington, 2012; van der Merwe & Dawes, 2007) as
well as early-onset aggressive behavior (e.g. van der Merwe & Dawes, 2007) are shown
to be influential on interpersonal violence. As a result, it is hypothesized that:
H1. Greater self-control is positively associated with interpersonal violence.
H2. Childhood aggressive behavior is positively associated with interpersonal
violence.
Additionally, because studies have consistently shown that boys have more
interpersonal violence than girls (e.g. Herrenkohl et al., 2000; van der Merwe & Dawes,
2007), Hypotheses 1 and 2 were controlled for sex differences.
Microsystem
Regarding the microsystem, parenting, especially in early childhood, is
considered to be one of the key predictors of interpersonal violence. Studies have shown
that poor parenting practices (such as low monitoring, poor communication,
neglectfulness, rejection, and punishment), and parents having low education, young age,
economic hardship, poor conflict management, substance abuse, criminal behavior, and
pro-violent attitudes as well as having a larger family size predict interpersonal violence
(e.g., Baumrind et al., 2010; Dahlberg, 1998; Kashani et al., 1999; Lösel & Farrington,
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2012; Tolan, 1988; van der Merwe & Dawes, 2007). Additionally, having poor peer
relationships and delinquent peers is shown to increase interpersonal violence (e.g.
Kashani et al., 1999; Lösel & Farrington, 2012). As a result, it is hypothesized that:
H3. Violent socialization is positively associated with interpersonal violence.
H4. Having delinquent peers is positively associated with interpersonal violence.
Exosystem
Regarding the exosystem, neighborhood-related factors, such as the availability of
firearms, drugs, poverty, and presence of violence, and the family socioeconomic status
are shown to be influential on interpersonal violence (e.g., Herrenkohl et al., 2012;
Kashani et al., 1999; Lynam et al., 2000; van der Merwe & Dawes, 2007). According to
bioecological systems theory, the influence of the exosystem functions indirectly through
parenting. As a result, it is hypothesized that:
H5. Socioeconomic status is negatively associated with interpersonal violence
through its influence on parenting.
Macrosystem
The macrosystem was tested using a hypothesis drawn from cultural spillover
theory. Accordingly, to capture the presence of legitimate violence, it is hypothesized
that:
H6. State violence is positively associated with interpersonal violence and this
association is mediated through violent socialization and violence approval.
Additionally, due to the emphasis of the literature on war and because many
nations in the International Dating Violence database did not experience war for many
years (at least directly), it is hypothesized that:
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Militarization is positively associated with interpersonal violence and this
association is mediated through violent socialization and violence approval.
3.3

Method
The conceptual model was examined using Multilevel Mediation Model in R (R

Core Team, 2019). The International Dating Violence Survey dataset was used for the
dependent variable and micro-level independent variables. Data for the International
Dating Violence project was collected from 2001 to 2006 across 32 countries from
17,404 university students (Straus, 2011). Although the sampling was not of a probability
type, the validity of the measures was checked by the primary investigator (Straus, 2009,
2011). We limited the data to youths—people 15 to 24 years of age (United Nations,
2004) ⸺which included 4,167 men (mean age = 20.67, SD = 1.71) and 9,969 women
(mean age = 20.42, SD = 1.70). This database included information related to a person’s
characteristics and family background from individuals across different nations, which
enabled us to test the ecology of the development of interpersonal violence over the
lifespan of respondents. The macrosystem was assessed using the Variety of Democracy
database. Variety of Democracy is a new way of conceptualizing democracy. Because
democracy is not observable, V-Dem uses more than 3,500 country expert judgments on
different aspects of democracy in a nation. In this approach, democracy is not equal to the
election; rather, an election is considered a requirement of democracy. Variety of
Democracy conceptualizes democracy more broadly and assumes democracy has more
components such as freedom of media, women’s freedom and equal rights, and equality
in access to education and health care, etc. (for more information see Coppedge et al.,
2018).
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3.3.1

Measures

Dependent Variable: Interpersonal Violence
Interpersonal violence was assessed by averaging two items: “Since age 15, I
have physically attacked someone with the idea of seriously hurting them” and “Since
age 15, I have hit or threatened to hit someone who is not a member of my family.”
Responses ranged from 1, “strongly agree” to 4, “strongly disagree,” with a higher score
representing more interpersonal violence (mean = 1.60, SD = 0.71). The bivariate
correlation between the two items was .47.
Personal Characteristics and Microsystem Variables
Sex. Sex was assessed with a binary variable in which 0 represents male and 1
represents female.
Self-Control. Self-control was measured by averaging six items, representing six
aspects of self-control. Self-centeredness: “I have goals in life that I try to reach”, risktaking: “I often do things that other people think are dangerous”, temper: “I have trouble
following the rules at work or in school”, physicality: “I often get hurt by things that I
do”, impulsivity: “There is nothing I can do to control my feelings when my partner
hassles me”, ignoring: “I don’t think about how what I do will affect other people.” Data
ranged from 1, “strongly disagree” to 4, “strongly agree,” with a higher score
representing higher self-control (mean = 3.24, SD = 0.43). Cronbach’s alpha of this
variable was .62.
Childhood Aggression. Childhood aggression was assessed by averaging two
indicators: “Before age 15, I have physically attacked someone with the idea of seriously
hurting them” and “Before age 15, I hit or threatened to hit my family.” Items ranged
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from 1, “strongly disagree” to 4, “strongly agree,” with a higher score representing more
childhood aggression (mean = 1.38, SD = 0.56). The bivariate correlation between the
two items was .37.
Violent Parenting. This measure was assessed by averaging three items: “When I
was a kid, I saw my mother or father kick, punch, or beat up their partner,” “When I was
a teenager, I was hit a lot by my mother or father,” and “When I was less than 12 years
old, I was spanked or hit a lot by my mother or father.” Data ranged from 1, “strongly
agree” to 4, “strongly disagree” with a higher score representing more violent parenting
(mean = 1.52, SD = 0.59). The Cronbach’s alpha for this variable was .61.
Delinquent Peers. The influence of delinquent peers on the criminal act was
assessed by averaging two items: “I spend time with friends who have been in trouble
with the law” and “I have friends who have committed crimes.” Data ranged from 1,
“strongly agree” to 4, “strongly disagree,” with a higher score representing more
delinquent peers (mean = 2.06, SD = 0.83). The correlation between the two items was
.56.
Violence Approval. Violence approval was assessed by averaging nine items: “It
is sometimes necessary to discipline a child with a good, hard spanking,” “A woman who
has been raped probably asked for it,” “When a boy is growing up, it’s important for him
to have a few fistfights,” “A man should not walk away from a physical fight with
another man,” “I can think of a situation when I would approve of a wife slapping a
husband’s face,” “I can think of a situation when I would approve of a husband slapping
a wife’s face,” “If a wife refuses to have sex, there are times when it may be okay to
make her do it,” “It is sometimes necessary for parents to slap a teen who talks back or is
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getting into a fight,” and “A boy who is hit by another boy should hit back.” Data ranged
from 1, “strongly agree” to 4, “strongly disagree,” with a higher score representing more
violence approval (mean = 1.96, SD = 0.45). The Cronbach’s alpha for these items was
.70.
Macrosystem Variables
Macrosystem was assessed by two indicators: systemic violence and
militarization. The first indicator captured the presence of legitimate state violence. This
variable was built by averaging political violence and freedom of torture indicators (r =
.54, P < .001) from the V-Dem Database (Coppedge et al., 2018). Due to the emphasis of
literature on war, the other variable captured the militarization aspect of a country by
obtaining average government military expenditure and percentage of the armed labor
force to total labor force (r = .45, p < .001) from the World Bank (2021a). The criteria for
choosing the indicators were their consistency with the concepts mentioned in the
conceptual framework as well as the availability of data.
Political Violence. This indicator addresses the extent to which nongovernmental groups use force and violence against people. Nongovernmental refers to
individuals who are not officially part of the state but might informally be affiliated with
the state or any political party, such as militia groups. A higher score indicated more
political violence (mean = -1.06, SD = 0.86). Data ranged from -2.78 to 1.34, with
Singapore (mean = -2.78, SD = 0.00) having the lowest rate and Guatemala (mean =
1.34, SD = 0.00) the highest.
Freedom of Torture. Freedom of torture was assessed by a single item that
indicates the extent to which the purposeful use of physical or psychological violence
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was used by state officials, police, or security forces to extract information from a person
who is in a state of incarceration. A higher score represented less freedom of torture. For
consistency with the previous indicator for direction, this indicator was multiplied by -1
so that a higher number represented higher freedom of torture. For the rest of the paper,
the reverse item (the one for which the higher score represents higher freedom of torture)
was used and reported (mean = -1.39, SD = 1.24). Data ranged from -3.23 to 1.66, with
Netherlands (mean = -3.23, SD = 0.00) having the lowest score and Iran (mean = 1.66,
SD = 0.00) the highest.
Military Expenditure. “Consistent with the North Atlantic Treaty Organization
(NATO) definition, military expenditure includes all current and capital expenditure on
the armed force including peacekeeping forces; defense ministries, and other government
agencies engaged in defense projects; paramilitary forces; and military space activities.
These data are derived from budget documents and other public documents from official
government agencies” (World Bank, 2021a). Data ranged from 1.23 to 2.03, with Mexico
(mean = 1.23, SD = 0.00) having the lowest score and Singapore (mean = 16.59, SD =
0.00) the highest. A higher score represented more expenditure (mean = 4.43, SD = 2.45).
Armed Force Rate. “This indicator is the percentage of armed force labor to the
total labor force in a nation. Included are regular members of the army, navy, air force,
and other military services, as well as conscripts, enrolled for military training or other
services for a specified period” (World Bank, 2021a). Data ranged from 0.29 to 6.28,
with Tanzania (mean = 0.29, SD = 0.00) having the lowest score and Israel (mean = 6.28,
SD = 0.00) the highest. A higher score represented the presence of more armed force in
the total labor force (mean =1.13, SD = 0.95).
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3.4

Results
Table 2.1 presents the descriptive statistics of variables and Table 2.2 presents the

Pearson correlation of the variables. Overall, the rate of interpersonal violence was the
highest in Tanzania (mean = 1.912, SD = 0.847), followed by Russia (mean = 1.909, SD
= 0.718), and lowest in Japan (mean = 1.213, SD = 0.389). Before running the analysis,
the data were checked for multivariate outliers. The results of the Mahalanobis (1936)
test indicated 304 cases as outliers (Lüdecke, 2021). The analyses were run following the
removal of the outliers 2. Heteroskedasticity was addressed using the weight argument in
1F

the nlme package (Pinheiro et al., 2021) in r, which specifies a constant variance for each
level. The intraclass correlation—meaning the ratio of the variance of the random effect
to the variance of the total effect (both between- and within-country together)— was .13
(Nakagawa et al., 2017). Overall, the fixed factors alone explained 27% of the variance of
interpersonal violence, and the fixed and random factors together explained 39% of the
variance of interpersonal violence. Support was found for the influence of variables at
different levels of environments. Results of the multilevel mediation analysis are
presented in Table 2.3.
Interpersonal violence was higher for boys and those with more childhood
aggression, lower self-control, and more violent peers. Although after cluster adjustment
there was a statistically significant sex difference in interpersonal violence and childhood
aggression, sex did not moderate the association between childhood aggression and
interpersonal violence. Similarly, although there was a statistically significant sex
difference in self-control after cluster adjustment, sex did not moderate the association
between self-control and interpersonal violence. However, aligned with the finding that
2.

The analyses were done once with including the outliers. The significance of the results did not change.
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girls have fewer delinquent peers and less interpersonal violence, the influence of
delinquent peers was lower for girls. The macro-level variables for militarization and
state violence did not have a significant direct effect on individual interpersonal violence,
which is consistent with the starting argument of the study that the imperceptible nature
of state violence does let its influence be directly manifested on individuals.
In order to test how the different levels of the bioecological systems theory are
related, a mediation model regressed parenting on SES, militarization, and state violence.
Violent parenting increased the likelihood of interpersonal violence. However, higher
SES lessened the influence of violent parenting. Of the two macro-level variables, only
state violence increased violent parenting. This is especially relevant to the present study
as most of the nations of the study did not have any direct experience of war.
Consequently, we do not expect to find parenting to be influenced by war and its related
matters.
Violence approval also had a direct, positive effect on interpersonal violence.
Macro violence, as assessed by systemic violence and militarization, both had a
significant positive indirect effect on interpersonal violence through violence approval.
Violence approval mediated the association between systemic violence and interpersonal
violence (b = 0.012); and the association between militarization and interpersonal
violence (b = 0.012).
In summary, Hypotheses 1 to 5 are fully supported. Self-control, childhood
aggression, violent socialization, and having delinquent peers are positively associated
with interpersonal violence; SES influences interpersonal violence through its effect on
parenting; state violence influences interpersonal violence through its influence on
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violent parenting and violence approval. The fifth and sixth hypotheses were not fully
supported. Militarization influenced interpersonal violence through violence approval but
not through violent parenting. Neither state violence nor militarization did not have any
direct influence on interpersonal violence.
3.5

Discussion
The present study examined the prevalence of interpersonal violence from an

ecological perspective. A model was tested in which sex, childhood aggression, selfcontrol (at the individual level); delinquent peers, violent parenting, socioeconomic status
(at the micro-and exo-level); and systemic violence and militarization (at the macrolevel) predicted interpersonal violence. The model predicted 37% of the variance in
interpersonal violence. Results indicated that being male, experiencing childhood
aggression, having violent peers, violent socialization, and violence approval are all
directly and positively associated with interpersonal violence, and self-control is directly
and negatively associated with interpersonal violence.
Indeed, state violence predicted youth interpersonal violence indirectly through its
influence on parenting behaviors and youth attitudes. However, the macro-level variables
measuring the legitimacy of violence did not have a significant direct effect, as predicted
by cultural spillover theory. This is consistent with the cultural spillover theory that
legitimate violence at the macro-level influences individuals indirectly through
legitimacy and approval of violence. As stated by Baron et al. (1988) cultural support of
violence (in Baron’s et al. example rape) is not limited to beliefs and attitudes that
directly allow violence, rather, other cultural elements legitimize and endorse violence.
The more violence a society uses to achieve its goals, the more violence spills over
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different spheres of life, such as family relationships. This shows that the influence of
state violence is not direct and easy to capture. The imperceptible and indirect nature of
the influence of macro violence, especially when legitimate, does not mean there is a lack
of influence. Rather, it shows that we are dealing with more complicated and subtle
phenomena. Indeed, the influence of state violence is not limited to the political sphere.
Additionally, this finding shows that using mass violence to control violence at a personal
level does not work. In other words, we cannot wash out violence with violence. The
presence of legitimate state violence only increases interpersonal violence and does that
indirectly. Using strict physical violence and laws, such as the death penalty, works like a
vicious cycle in which violence reproduces itself.
The present study tested bioecological systems theory by including individuals’
characteristics and near environment in the model and testing how a person’s attitudes
and near environment are influenced by the broader social context. Interestingly, support
was found for the influence of factors at different levels of the environment. One of the
interesting findings in this regard was the mediation of militarization and state violence
through parenting and violence approval. State violence was influential through both
violent parenting and violence approval. However, militarization was only influential
through violence approval. Violence approval measures attitudes, while violent parenting
measures behaviors. Militarization was only influential on the attitudinal aspect, and not
the behavioral aspect. In other words, militarization did not have a behavioral
manifestation in families. The reason can be that the behavioral aspect of militarization is
related to war, which has not happened in any countries of study directly. As previous
studies have shown (e.g., Eltanamly et al., 2021), the influence of militarization on
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families is through war, However, the respondents were born and raised in nations that, in
comparison to other countries, have different levels of militarization. Through
socialization and over time, individuals are exposed to different levels of militarization.
This can be manifested in the attitudes toward violence and consequently violent
behaviors.
Individuals and families are attached to and inseparable from the context they live
in. The remedies at the micro-level need to go hand in hand with the structural reforms at
the macrosystem. As stated by Summerfield (2000), mass violence results in amass public
health crisis, and to maintain mental health after a crisis, steps should be taken at social
levels, such as improving social justice. It seems like a paradox to address a person’s
violence while a person continues to be unconsciously exposed to violence in daily life.
This study, however, is one of the few research studies focusing on this area.
Future research is needed to use the ecological model and control for factors, such as
violence at the state level, that are shown to be influential and attention needs to be paid
more to the macrosystem, which is usually left out of the studies. One limitation of the
present study is the lack of instruments for assessing all levels of the bioecological
systems theory. For example, we could not include the mesosystem in the model due to a
lack of appropriate measures. Additionally, the exosystem in this, and to our knowledge,
in other studies is always assessed by SES; however, it would be useful if other indicators
of exosystem were included in studies as well. Nonetheless, as demonstrated by the
study, the efforts need to consider all aspects of youth life. In fact, throughout their
socialization, there are different messages that individuals are exposed to. As long as
there is no decrease in violence in the social structure, and consequently the messages
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that individuals receive throughout their socialization, the effort to decrease youth
violence is incomplete. This study showed that although violence at the macro level is not
necessarily as obvious and perceptible as violence at the micro-level, it influences
individuals. Different from the more obvious experiences of violence, such as harsh
parenting, macro violence has both attitudinal and indirect effects. It influences on only
the individuals, but the environment that an individual lives in.
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Table 3-1- Descriptive Statistics of the Variables of the Study
Mean
1- Interpersonal violence
1.602
2- Sex
0.705
3- Childhood aggression
1.378
4- Self-control
3.241
5- Delinquent peer
2.064
6- Violent parenting
1.516
7- Violence approval
1.958
8- Socioeconomic status
0.049
9- Freedom of torture
1.385
10- Political violence
-1.057
11- Armed portion of the labor force
1.125
12- Military expenditure of government
7.740
Violent system: mean of rows 9 and 10
-1.138
Militarization: mean of rows 11 and 12
4.432
Note.
SD = Standard Deviation; Min = minimum, Max = maximum
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SD
0.710
0.456
0.557
0.435
0.829
0.594
0.455
0.974
1.238
0.863
0.955
4.394
1.027
2.453

Median
1.500
1.000
1.000
3.167
2.000
1.333
2.000
0.072
1.695
-1.232
1.070
10.559
-1.460
5.504

Min
1.000
0.000
1.000
1.500
1.000
1.000
1.000
-3.200
-1.662
-2.779
0.196
1.431
-2.507
1.234

Max
4.000
1.000
4.000
4.000
4.000
4.000
3.889
3.495
3.229
1.343
6.277
27.919
1.032
16.593

Skewness
1.060
-0.900
1.526
-0.236
0.332
1.288
0.111
-0.066
-0.860
0.863
3.218
0.994
0.491
1.455

Kurtosis
0.464
-1.190
2.156
-0.306
-0.756
1.481
-0.291
-0.169
-0.270
0.857
12.326
3.343
-1.210
5.574

Table 3-2- Bivariate Correlation among Variables of Study
1
2
Interpersonal
Sex
violence
1 1
.
2 -.308***
1
3 .560***
-.214***
***
4 -.373
.177***
5 .358***
-.185***
6 .288***
-.075***
7 .359***
-.234***
8 .000
-.050***
**
9 .033
-.065***
*
10 .019
-.006

3
Childhood
aggression
.
.
1
-.376***
.267***
.338***
.302***
.010
.072***
.019*

Note.
*P < .05 **P < .01 ***P < .001

4
Selfcontrol
.
.
.
1
-.243***
-.312***
-.464***
.004
-.203***
-.092***

5
6
Delinquent Violent
peer
parenting
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
1
.
.137***
1
.197***
.297***
*
.021
-.086***
***
-.042
.139***
***
.106
.110***
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7
Violence
approval
.
.
.
.
.
.
1
-.032***
.281***
.202***

8
SES
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
1
-.002
-.011

9
Systemic
violence
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
1
.321***

10
Militarization
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
1

Table 3-3- Results of Multilevel Model Predicting Youth Interpersonal Violence
B
SE
t-test
On parenting
Intercept
1.639***
0.093
17.674
SES
-0.051***
0.001
-7.447
Political violence
0.142**
0.038
3.743
Militarization
0.009
0.028
0.302
On violence approval
Intercept
Sex
Political violence
Militarization
On interpersonal violence
Intercept
Sex
Childhood aggression
Sex X childhood aggression
Self-control
Sex X self-control
Violent peers
Sex X violent peers
Violent parenting
Violence approval
Political violence
Militarization
Adjusted ICC = .130
Conditional ICC = .094
Conditional R2 = .369
Marginal R2 = .275
*P < .05 **P < .01 ***P < .001

1.968***
-0.195***
0.059*
0.055*

0.0647
0.011
0.027
0.022

30.444
-17.574
2.183
2.563

1.267***
-0.258***
0.485***
-0.003
-0.242***
0.048
0.162***
-0.057*
0.077***
0.204***
-0.017
-0.015

0.073
0.016
0.024
0.030
0.035
0.041
0.017
0.020
0.016
0.023
0.025
0.012

17.436
-16.260
20.435
-0.087
-6.891
1.155
9.486
-2.804
4.919
8.745
-0.677
-1.260
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Table 3-4- Interpersonal Violence Rates across Countries
Australia
Belgium
Brazil
Canada
China
England
Germany
Greece
Guatemala
Hong Kong
Hungary
India
Iran
Israel
Japan
Lithuania
Malta
Mexico
Netherlands
New Zealand
Portugal
Romania
Russia
Singapore
South Africa
South Korea
Sweden
Switzerland
Taiwan
Tanzania
USA
Venezuela
Total

N

Mean

181
558
257
1114
1619
410
361
274
240
622
163
186
99
151
207
434
96
222
376
124
399
262
440
164
96
178
276
131
254
108
3931
203
14136

1.50
1.55
1.61
1.67
1.58
1.66
1.72
1.61
1.62
1.33
1.46
1.63
1.38
1.34
1.21
1.75
1.44
1.41
1.42
1.60
1.53
1.28
1.91
1.32
1.70
1.55
1.39
1.52
1.66
1.91
1.71
1.33
1.60

Standard
Deviation
0.61
0.77
0.65
0.75
0.62
0.73
0.68
0.72
0.80
0.50
0.60
0.67
0.56
0.58
0.39
0.69
0.71
0.59
0.66
0.74
0.61
0.57
0.72
0.51
0.69
0.62
0.72
0.63
0.65
0.67
0.78
0.56
0.71
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Minimum

Maximum

Skew

Kurtosis

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1

4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
3.50
4.00
4.00
3.50
3.50
4.00
3.50
4.00
3.00
4.00
4.00
3.50
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
3.50
3.50
4.00
3.50
4.00
4.00
4.00
3.50
4

1.10
1.33
0.83
0.96
0.83
1.03
0.55
1.04
1.17
1.49
1.24
0.94
1.60
1.76
1.88
0.65
1.55
1.46
1.61
1.15
1.01
2.41
0.49
1.85
0.61
0.97
2.02
1.02
0.79
0.34
0.88
1.67
1.06

0.79
0.98
-0.02
0.21
0.08
0.48
-0.65
0.42
0.35
1.77
0.95
0.51
2.21
2.87
3.14
-0.21
1.51
1.62
1.94
0.65
0.45
5.94
-0.24
4.23
-0.70
0.15
3.41
0.12
0.40
-0.37
-0.07
1.92
0.46

SES

Self-control

-0.051***

Violent
Parenting
Militarization

0.048

0.077***

Interpersonal
violence

0.485***

Childhood
aggression

0.204***

Political violence

Violence
approval
Delinquent
peers
sex

Figure 3-1- Empirical Model Predicting Interpersonal Violence
Macro variables are presented in squares
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CHAPTER 4. THIRD STUDY: IMPACT OF POLITICAL ANOMIE ON THEFT
BEHAVIOR
ABSTRACT
The present study tested the ecology of the development of theft behavior. The
conceptual framework was derived from the Bioecological Systems Theory and
Institutional theory. A model was tested in which sex, self-control, parenting, peer
relationships, socioeconomic status, social institution, economic institution, and political
institution predict theft behavior. Data were obtained from the International Dating
Violence database (n = 14,136, mean age = 20.49, SD = 1.70) and included 4,167 men
(mean age = 20.67, SD = 1.71) and 9,969 women (mean age = 20.42, SD = 1.70). The
conceptual model was tested using Linear Mixed-Effects Models. Results indicated that
theft behavior is higher among boys and those with lower self-control; the influence of
delinquent peers is higher for boys and those with lower self-control; the influence of
nurturing parenting is higher in presence of higher economic inequality and lower social
integration; the influence of delinquent peer was higher in presence of higher economic
inequality; socioeconomic status decreases the theft behavior in presence of low social
integration and increased theft behavior in presence of high social integration.
Keywords: theft behavior, ecological model, interactions, micro factors, macro
factors
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4.1

Introduction
There is a huge variation worldwide in theft rates, defined as taking property for a

short or long time from someone without consent and/or with the use of violence or
deception (UNODC, 2015). According to the United Nations Office of Drugs and Crime
(2018), this rate ranged from 8.88 per 100,000 in Myanmar to 4228.03 in Uruguay
(worldwide mean = 769.4213, Standard Deviation = 668.8763). Consistent with this
cross-national variation, the literature on theft behavior indicates that contextual factors
contribute to the theft rate. In a similar vein, theft is a behavior conducted by an
individual, and the influence of individualistic factors on theft behavior is well-supported.
Indeed, previous studies have attributed different reasons, from personal to
national factors to theft behavior. Among personal and micro factors, a lack of parentchild bond in early childhood and low self-control are risk factors (Gottfredson, 2021).
Among the national factors, studies have mostly focused on economic contributors, such
as economic inequality (Fajnzylber et al., 2002; LaFree & Kick, 1986; Neapolitan, 2003;
Neumayer, 2005; van Wilsem, 2004), social inequality, and low social control (e.g., low
presence of police) (Eisner, 2002; Messner, 1986). Among the meso-level factors, studies
have shown that lower socioeconomic status and living in disadvantaged neighborhoods
are positively associated with theft behavior.
Even though the influence of each of these factors at different levels is supported,
the mechanisms that these levels work together are not clear and have not been tested
empirically yet. For example, studies have shown that a sense of economic and social
deprivation and violent parenting are some of the primary reasons for crime, but it is not
known whether and to what extent social and economic (in)equality can buffer or
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strengthen the impact of violent parenting. In fact, what is missing from the literature on
theft behavior is the interaction of social and personal factors. The literature lacks
empirical cross-national studies that include the interaction effect of different levels of
influential factors, from personal characteristics and immediate environment (such as
family) to the remote environment (such as national and political factors) in predicting
theft behavior. Even though theft is a behavior conducted by an individual, cross-national
variations and empirical literature have revealed the importance of structural factors.
What we need is a conceptual framework that considers individuals in their context.
In this study, we address this deficiency by predicting an individual’s theft
behavior by considering the role of the social and economic context in which an
individual lives. The primary research question is whether and how personal factors
predict theft behavior after controlling for national differences in the strength of
economic and social institutions. In this context, by the economic institution, we refer to
a particular economic order (e.g., equality in the distribution of income and public goods
in a society a person lives in); and by social institution, we refer to the extent of unity of
the society (e.g., the extent that people voluntarily participate in social services). Indeed,
by social and economic institutions, we are referring to and trying to test, the state of a
society, not a person’s perception of a society, the level of social integrity, and economic
inequality.
To address the individuals’ theft behavior with considering the influence of macro
context, we utilized two theories: Bioecological Systems Theory (BST) and Institutional
Anomie Theory (IAT). Both theories fit the present study in that they study individuals’
behavior by considering the context that individuals live in. BST focuses on individuals’
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development by taking the role of the context into account, while IAT mostly focuses on
social structures in studying a criminal behavior. As a result, for the immediate
environment we used BST, and for the macro-level factors, we used IAT.
Bronfenbrenner’s BST, with a holistic approach, considers multiple levels of influential
factors and is used to predict the ecology of the development of theft behavior. According
to IAT, theft is the result of an imbalance between different institutions in a society, with
the dominance of the economic institution over other non-economic institutions in a
society.
When economic goals dominate the non-economic institutions, especially the
three major institutions of family, education, and politics 3, individuals are more prone to
commit a crime (Messner et al., 2008; Messner & Rosenfeld, 1997). In such a
circumstance, economic success dominates as a cultural value, and consequently,
individuals act on their economic motivations (e.g., having more money). The increase in
the importance of economic values prevents other institutions from performing to their
full capacity and the economic mentality infiltrates other spheres. This can be manifested
in many ways—for example, economic words come to the vocabularies used in daily life;
or noneconomic matters, such as education, are evaluated by their economic outcome,
and as long as they do not have a monetary outcome, they are devaluated. This
overemphasis on materialistic values in combination with the weakening of other
institutions are macro explanations for the increase in the crime rate that have been
supported by the literature (Messner et al., 2008; Messner & Rosenfeld, 1997). To

3. Economic institution refers to the distribution of materialistic products in a society; institution of family refers to

productivity and care that family members provide; educational institution refers to a system that is responsible for
transforming knowledge and values; political institution refers to an agent responsible for social order and monitoring
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understand the mechanism that these macro factors influence the individual theft
behavior and to understand how the individual theft behavior can have macro national
patterns, we merge the IAT and BST.
4.2
4.2.1

Theoretical Framework
Bioecological Systems Theory
In bioecological systems theory (BST), a human is studied in its environment, and

it is believed a person’s thoughts and feelings are built upon their interactions with their
surrounding environment. At first, Bronfenbrenner (1979a, 1979b) defined four
environments that influence human development. These environments are the
microsystem, mesosystem, exosystem, and macrosystem. The microsystem refers to the
immediate environment a person lives in, such as family and school. The mesosystem
refers to the interaction of two microsystems, such as the interaction of a child’s
experience at home and their experience at school. The exosystem refers to the
environment that is not directly experienced by a developing person, but influences the
person. For example, a parent’s interaction with the child can be influenced by the
parent’s experience at work. In such a case, the child is not directly involved in the
parent's work but is affected by it. Finally, the macrosystem refers to the broader
environment that a person lives in. The different schooling systems across countries are
an example of the macrosystem. He mentioned that these environments are nested in each
other, with an individual being at the center of it.
Later, Bronfenbrenner added the chronosystem, proximal processes, and personal
characteristics to his model. Chronosystem refers to the unique experiences of each
generation. For example, the experience of those who are born in an economic boom is
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different from the experience of those who are born in an economic depression. Or the
experience of those living at the time of war might be different from those that are not
living at the time of war in the specific country. The proximal process emphasized the
role of interaction, which is especially relevant for this study. Bronfenbrenner mentioned
that the primary mechanism of development is the interaction of individuals with each
other, and the interaction of different levels of the environment. It is through the active
interactions of individuals with each other and with an environment that development
unfolds. It is the early home environment and the interaction of parents with children that
have a significant influence on the children’s developmental outcome. In addition, the
communication between parents and children interacts by many factors, such as the
quality and quantity of the time that parents can spend with their children, the number of
children in a house, and the temperament of a child, which can influence the time spent
for each child (Bronfenbrenner, 1977, 1986, 1990, 1993, 1994, 2001, 2005;
Bronfenbrenner & Ceci, 1994; Bronfenbrenner & Evans, 2000; Bronfenbrenner &
Morris, 2007, 1998; Christensen, 2010; Eriksson et al., 2018; Rosa & Tudge, 2013).
According to this perspective, theft results from a person’s characteristics,
socialization, and interactions in the immediate environment, which are all influenced by
the bigger environment individuals live in. To understand the degree to which personal
characteristics and immediate environment are responsible for the development of theft
behavior, we need to take out the (or statistically maintaining control for the) effect of the
macrosystem. For this purpose, we use the IAT, examine how these macrosystems vary
across countries, and test how these macrosystems interact with the microsystem in
developing theft behavior.
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4.2.2

Institutional Anomie Theory
One major macro-level concept that has been used in explaining criminal

behaviors is the concept of anomie, the state of society when the norms and regulations
that previously guided behaviors do not exist anymore (Durkheim, 2002). This lack of
regulation usually happens following an abrupt sociopolitical change, such as a
revolution, or through long-term social, political, and economic crises, when the previous
norms are challenged, and the new ones are not set in place yet. Since its introduction,
anomie has developed into two phases. The first phase is the application of the concept of
anomie by Durkheim, and the second is the conceptualization of anomie introduced by
Merton (Cloward, 1959; Merton, 1938). According to Merton (1938), when there is a gap
between socially accepted goals (like gaining money) and the means of gaining the goals,
anomie happens. The pressure of gaining socially approved goals leads a person to
conduct deviant behaviors.
Later, Messner and Rosenfeld (1986, 1988) criticized Merton’s conceptualization
for including only economic factors and offered the institutional-anomie theory (IAT).
IAT focuses on culture and social structure as manifested in social institutions (Messner
et al., 2008, p. 164). According to IAT, the imbalance between different institutions in a
society with the dominance of economic institutions increases the crime rate. The social
institutions—which include family (e.g., as a support and care provider agent), education
(e.g., as an institution responsible for transferring social norms and values), and politics
(e.g., the institution responsible for monitoring social order)—and economic institutions
balance and regulate each other. An overemphasis on the economy does not let other
institutions function and balance each other properly. The dominance of the economy in a
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society can be manifested in different ways; for instance, economic terminology might
come to daily use, or noneconomic aspects of life may be evaluated by their economic
values (e.g., education might be evaluated by its economic values, such as its
occupational outcome). In such cases, the economic mentality, which is a rational
computational mentality, is the primary drive in individuals. Consequently, when
economic values increase to the level that they are no more in balance with and regulated
by other social institutions, the theft rate increases (Cochran & Bjerregaard, 2012;
Messner, 1988; Messner et al., 2008; Messner & Rosenfeld, 1997).
Consistent with this perspective, the balance among different institutions in a
society is required in preventing theft. The interruption in the balance between
institutions in favor of the economy leads to an economic mentality dominating
individuals. Economic mentality refers to individuals as rational beings, acting to gain the
most benefit, out of circumstances. The pressure to gain the most economic benefit out of
each circumstance, when not controlled and balanced by other social forces, can be a
major cause of theft. Utilizing the BST, in the present study, we demonstrate how the
imbalance between institutions in a nation spills into individuals’ personal theft behavior.
4.3

The Present Study
The present study is intended to predict theft behavior using the BST and IAT.

While the emphasis of BST is on an individual with taking the role of the environment in
predicting theft behavior, the IAT accentuates the importance of imbalance among
institutions with taking the role of individuals into account. From the BST, the main
argument is that individuals vary in their propensities in committing theft due to their
characteristics and socialization, and this propensity is influenced by the remote
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environments that a person is raised and lives in. From the IAT, the main argument is that
cross-national differences in the strength of economic and non-economic institutions in
countries influence individuals’ theft behavior (regardless of a person’s perception of
such strength). In societies with a dominance of economic and materialistic values and
weaker non-economic institutions, the risk of theft is higher than in nations where
accessibility to materialistic values is more equal among individuals and where the social
institutions are stronger. Here, we do not refer to a person’s perception of such strengths
or weaknesses. Rather, as mentioned, we refer to the actual strength of economic and
social institutions. We test how varying types of social and economic situations influence
theft and interact with theft risk factors. To do so, we use the Variety of Democracy and
the World Value Survey datasets (Inglehart et al., 2014).
Variety of Democracy is a new way of conceptualizing democracy. In this
perspective democracy is considered as more than the election; different aspects of a
democratic society such as the level of social integration in a society and the evenness of
the distribution of public goods are also considered as components of democracy. The
conceptualization of democracy is conducted by more than 300 social scientists(for more
information see Coppedge et al., 2018). As a result, instead of having the respondents
rank the strength of institutions, which is subjective, we have an instrument that is
measured objectively on the same criteria across nations. For example, instead of testing
a person’s perception of economic inequality, we use the GINI index which measures a
country’s income inequality regardless of what a person thinks. Indeed, we examine the
influence of societal differences, even if two persons from two nations with different
levels of economic inequality do not perceive their inequalities to be different.
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The World Value Survey is a survey conducted every five years to assess social,
political, economic, religious, and cultural values worldwide. This survey covers 120
countries and more than 94% of the world's population. It includes more than 600
indicators to test the influence of value stability/change on the sociopolitical or economic
development of nations (for more information see Inglehart et al., 2014).
Data for individual characteristics and microsystems were obtained from the
International Dating Violence Survey (IDVS). The IDVS was a project carried out across
32 countries from 2001 to 2006 to study intimate partner violence. The data was collected
from university students (Straus, 2011). Different indicators at the individual- and
couple-level were measured in the project, including individual characteristics (such as
childhood experiences), parenting a person had received in childhood, and couple
relationship profile (such as jealousy and dominance). Because IDVS included
information about a person’s characteristics, life history, and microenvironment, this
dataset was used to assess the micro and exosystem. To control for cohort effects and
generational differences, only youths⸺24 years of age and younger (United Nations,
1981)⸺were included from the IDVS. The sample (n = 14,136, mean age = 20.49, SD =
1.70) included 4,167 men (mean age = 20.67, SD = 1.71) and 9,969 women (mean age =
20.42, SD = 1.70).
Because the year of data collection for each country was not specified in the
IDVS, to choose the same year from the Variety of Democracy dataset, we used the
average of the scores from 2001 to 2006 from the Variety of Democracy. Similarly, we
used the available data from 2001 to 2006 from the World Value Survey. For example,
the available data for the importance of politics from the World Value Survey dataset for
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Sweden was from 2006. The rest of the data on the importance of politics for Sweden
was from before 2001 or after 2006. Thus, we included the data of 2006 on the
importance of politics for Sweden. Finally, a model including different levels of
environment was tested using Multilevel Modeling.
4.3.1

Hypotheses
The hypotheses were as follows:

Individual Characteristics and Microsystem
In terms of microsystem, studies have constantly shown that the theft rate is
significantly higher among males than females. Therefore, sex was entered as a control
variable.
Additionally, one of the well-supported micro perspectives on crime is the selfcontrol theory. According to this theory, low self-control plays a key role in committing a
crime and socialization is an important factor in the establishment of self-control in a
person. From this perspective, individuals are self-interested beings, and it is in their
early childhood that they learn to control their impulses. This learning is through
socialization, and boys have lower self-control than girls. By proper parenting practices,
such as monitoring a child’s activities and permitting or not permitting behaviors that can
be harmful to others, a child learns to control impulses. It is through the proper parenting
and internalization of self-control in early childhood that individuals learn and can
control their impulses in other stages of life (e.g., Gottfredson, 2021; Gruber, 2001;
Hirschi, 1969; Lee et al., 2015; Murray et al., 2012). As a result, it is hypothesized that:
H1. Self-control is negatively associated with theft behavior, and this
association is stronger for boys than girls.
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H2. Nurturing parenting is negatively associated with theft behavior, and the
influence of lower self-control decreases in the presence of nurturing
parenting.
Another micro factor that is influential on youth crime is having delinquent peers.
Through interaction with delinquent peers, youths learn criminal values and attitudes.
The more they interact with delinquent peers and are exposed to criminals’ values, the
more they are likely to internalize and value such attitudes and conduct crime (Hirschi,
1969). Another reason for an increase in the risk of crime can be peer pressure due to
friendships with delinquent peers. The likelihood of committing a crime is higher for
individuals who are in peers groups that include criminals (Lambert et al., 2015). In
addition, studies have shown that the association between peer delinquency and crime
increases for boys and those with lower self-control (e.g., Stults et al., 2021), while this
association reduces with parental warmth and monitoring (e.g., Ray et al., 2017). As a
result, it is hypothesized:
H3. Having delinquent peers is positively associated with theft, and this
association is stronger for those with lower self-control and boys.
H4. The negative influence of delinquent peers declines in the presence of
nurturing parenting.
Exosystem
As mentioned, exosystem refers to the environment that is not directly
experienced by a developing person, while it influences them. Exosystem refers to the
condition that influences the significant others of a developing person. For example,
parents’ working conditions and income are not in control of a child, but a child is
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influenced by their parents’ income (Newman & Newman, 2020). As a result, the
interaction effect of parenting behavior and SES was entered to test the influence of the
exosystem. The influence of parents’ SES can be through living conditions, such as
neighborhood, as studies have shown that living in disadvantaged neighborhoods with
high poverty and prisoner rate, the low presence of police, and low risk of arrest increases
the likelihood of crime (e.g., Boggess, 2012; Clear et al., 2014; Gruber, 2001; Mocan,
2005; Piza et al., 2017).
One of the major theories used to explain the influence of living in a
disadvantaged neighborhood, as presented in these indicators, is the Broken Window
theory

(van

Wilsem,

2004).

According

to

this

perspective,

neighborhood

disorder⸺referred to as characteristics of a neighborhood that shows a lack or low social
control and order perceived by inhabitants that reduces their quality of life⸺when
obvious visually fosters crime. Due to a sense of unsafety in a neighborhood with the
appearance of neighborhood disorder, individuals reduce their presence in the
neighborhood. This withdrawal from society reduces the informal social control (e.g.,
fear of committing theft in presence of others), and the reduction in the informal social
control then increases the crime rate. Indeed, like a vicious cycle, the crime rate leads to
withdrawal and reduction in social control which then increases the crime rate (van
Wilsem, 2004).
Other scholars have attributed the association between neighborhood and theft
behavior to frustration resulting from lower social status. According to General Strain
Theory, youth in disadvantaged areas usually suffer more from economic problems, and
racial and class discrimination. They also lack supporting resources or have some
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obstacles when they want to move upward. Resources may include the lower quality of
schooling that results in lower education and then income. Obstacles may include the
presence of gangs and delinquency, and the risk of friendship with delinquents, which
increases the likelihood of arrest, which if happens, influences occupational
opportunities. In such a circumstance, a youth in a disadvantaged neighborhood
experiences emotional strain and negative feelings, which lead a person to have
corrective actions. Delinquencies, such as theft, include one of the reactions to such
frustration (Agnew, 1985, 1992, 1999). Indeed, a youth’s SES is determined by their
parent’s SES, which is a major influencing factor. As a result, it is hypothesized that:
H5. Higher SES declines theft behavior, and the influence of nurturing
parenting is strengthened with the increase of SES.
Macrosystem
Macrosystem was assessed using IAT. Drawing upon IAT, the macrosystem can
be divided into economic factors and non-economic institutions (Bjerregaard & Cochran,
2008). When the balance between the two is disrupted, theft increases. The dominance of
economic mentality increases the risk of theft behavior, and the strength of social
institutions decreases it. As a result, it is hypothesized that:
H6. The dominance of the economy over other social institutions increases the
risk of theft behavior.
4.3.2

Measures

Dependent Variable
Theft behavior was assessed by averaging two items from the IDVS: “Since age
15, I have stolen or tried to steal something worth more than $50.00,” and “Since age 15,
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I have stolen money (from anyone, including family).” Items had four response options
from 1, “strongly disagree” to 4, “strongly agree,” with a higher score representing more
theft behavior (mean = 1.40, SD = 0.63). The bivariate correlation of the variables was
.40.
Person Characteristics Variables
Sex
Sex of the respondent was assessed by a dummy variable from the IDVS with
zero representing men (mean age = 20.67, SD = 1.71) and one representing women
(mean age = 20.42, SD = 1.70).
Self-Control
Self-control was assessed by averaging six items from the IDVS, representing
different aspects of self-control. Self-centeredness (“I have goals in life that I try to
reach”), risk-taking (“I often do things that other people think are dangerous”), temper (“I
have trouble following the rules at work or in school”), physicality (“I often get hurt by
things that I do”), impulsivity (“There is nothing I can do to control my feelings when my
partner hassles me”), and ignoring (“I don’t think about how what I do will affect other
people”). Items had four response options from 1, “strongly disagree,” to 4, “strongly
agree.” Items two, three, four, and six were coded negatively. Thus, these items were
reverse coded, with a higher score indicating more self-control (mean = 3.24, SD = 0.43).
The Cronbach’s alpha for this variable was .62.
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Microsystem Variables
Parenting
The parenting measure included three subscales from the IDVS and was assessed
by averaging six items. Helping (“My parents helped me when I had trouble
understanding something,” and “My parents did not help me to do my best in school”);
Supervision (“My parents did not care if I did things like shoplifting,” and “My parents
did not care if I got into trouble in school”); Nurturing (“My parents did not comfort me
when I was upset,” and “My parents helped me when I had problems”). Items had 4
response options from 1, “strongly disagree” to 4, “strongly agree.” Items two to five
were coded inversely, thus they were reverse coded so that a higher score represents the
more nurturing parenting (mean = 3.28, SD = 0.54). Cronbach’s alpha for these items
was .72.
Peer Relationship
Peer delinquency was assessed by averaging two items from the IDVS: “I have
friends who committed a crime,” and “I spend time with criminal friends.” Items had four
response options from 1, “strongly agree” to 4, “strongly disagree,” with a higher score
representing more delinquent peers (mean = 2.06, SD = 0.83). The bivariate correlation
between the two items was .56.
Exosystem Variables
Socioeconomic Status (SES)
SES was assessed by three indicators from the IDVS including family income,
fathers’ education, and mothers’ education. For education, respondents were asked to
choose the level of their fathers’ and their mothers’ education separately, from seven
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options, ranging from 1, “less than high school” to 7, “postgraduate degree.” For income,
respondents were asked to indicate their family yearly income. For each country, the
responses were transformed into the z scores, meaning that the SES of each person is
based on the standard deviation from the mean in their nation. As a result, a higher score
indicates higher SES (mean = 0.05, SD = 0.97).
Macrosystem Variables
Regarding economic factors, studies have found that inequality and, as a result,
poverty and a sense of deprivation are influential on the crime rate (e.g., Gould et al.,
2002; Lin, 2008; Machin & Meghir, 2004; Martin et al., 2013; Merton, 1938; Pare &
Felson, 2014). Income inequality contributes to poverty for some groups and wealth for
others. Consequently, by seeing and comparing themselves with the wealthy, those in
poverty feel frustrated and represent this frustration by aggressive deviant behaviors, such
as theft (Wilkinson, 1999, 2002). One of the dominant explanations for such an
association is that people in poverty lack the legitimate tools needed to gain financial
goals. For example, people in poverty lack a high-income job, which prohibits them from
gaining financial goals that are socially accepted (Merton, 1938). To assess economic
inequality, consistent with the previous studies (Cochran & Bjerregaard, 2012;
Hövermann et al., 2016; Weiss et al., 2020; Zito, 2019), the GINI index from the Variety
of Democracy dataset was used. GINI index measures the equality of income divergence
in population. This index ranges from zero to 100 with a higher score representing a
wider gap in income and wealth in a population (mean = 38.67, SD = 6.43). The GINI
Coefficient ranged from 26.15 in Sweden to 44.80 in South Africa.
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A second measure of the quality of the economic institutions was the
Particularistic/Public Good index, which measures the extent to which spending in a
national budget benefits the whole community or the groups in need versus the privileged
groups due to socioeconomic or political status. A higher score indicates a more
pluralistic use of the national budget (mean = 1.31, SD = 0.66). For consistency with the
GINI coefficient, this indicator was multiplied by -1 so that a higher score represents a
more particularistic economy. For the rest of the manuscript, the reversed indicator was
used. This indicator ranged from -1.15 in Guatemala to 2.85 in the Netherlands. (e.g.,
Hövermann et al., 2016; Weiss et al., 2020). The economic structure of the nations was
assessed by averaging the GINI index and the Particularistic/Public Good index (r = .73,
mean = 18.67, SD = 3.47). This final economic indicator ranged from 11.73 in Sweden to
32.33 in South Africa.
Different measures of family institutions to test the influence of the strength of the
family institution on crime have produced mixed results. Using the divorce rate and a
direct question of the importance of family from the World Value Survey, Bjerregaard &
Cochran (2008) and Zito (2019) showed that the strength of family institutions decreases
the statical positive influence of economic dominance. However, Chamlin & Cochran
(1995) and Hövermann (2016) found that divorce and fertility rates are not associated
with crime. Due to the changing nature of family, we also used the direct question from
the World Value Survey, in which respondents rated how important their family was to
them (Inglehart et al., 2014). Using this indicator, the average national importance of the
institution of family is gained, regardless of what individual respondents of the study
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perceive. A higher score represents the greater importance of family in the nation (mean
= 1.39, SD = 1.27). Data ranged from 0.01 in Sweden to 3.91 in Singapore.
Regarding

social

integration,

by

measuring

participation

in

religious

organizations, Zito (2019) did not find any association between the religious institution
and crime, while Chamlin and Chocran (1995) and Hövermann (2016) found that
participation in religious activities decreases the influence of economic dominance. The
reason for such mixed results can be the changing nature of societies toward more secular
nations. Hövermann (2016) used the integration with friendship networks indicator and
found that stronger friendship networks decrease the influence of economic mentality,
while Zito (2019) could not find any association between participation in social activities
and a decline in economic mentality. Due to the personal nature of the friendship
networks, we included the friendship network as a microsystem. As social integration is
important in the concept of anomie and because we intend to assess the social integration
of the nations, we used the engagement in independent non-political associations
indicator from the Variety of Democracy dataset. This indicator assessed the share of the
population that is engaged in nonpolitical associations, such as charities or sports clubs.
A higher score indicates more engagement (mean = 0.51 SD = 1.10). Data ranged from 1.13 in China to 2.45 in Sweden.
Another indicator that is frequently used to test the strength of political
institutions in preventing crime is voter turnout. Similarly, voter turnout has produced
mixed results. Cochran and Bjerregaard (2012) and Zito (2019) did not find any
association between voter turnout and crime, while Chamlin and Cochran (1995) and
Hövermann (2016) found such an association. As a result, we used another indicator from
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the World Value Survey, which measures the average score of each country on the
question of the importance of the politics. A higher score in this indicator represents the
greater importance of politics in a nation (mean = 60.22, SD = 5.11). Data ranged from
39.00 in Romania to 67.50 in Sweden. The descriptive statistics of the variables are
presented in Table 3.1.
4.4

Results
A model was tested in which sex, self-control, parenting practices, delinquent

peers, and socioeconomic status (SES) influence theft behavior, and these associations
are influenced by economic and non-economic institutions. Analysis was done using the
lme4 package (Bates et al., 2015) in R (R Core Team, 2019). Before running the analysis,
the presence of outliers was checked using the Mahalanobis (1936) test and 304 cases
were removed as outliers (Lüdecke, 2021). A model was tested once after and once
before removing the outliers. The direction and significance of the results were the same
in both situations. The reported results are the results following the removal of outliers.
Table 3 presents the results of the fixed-effects model. The intraclass correlation of the
null model was low (ICC = .065), meaning that the ratio of the between-country variance
to the total variance (both between- and within-country together) of theft was very low
(Nakagawa et al., 2017). As a result, the model was once run using a multiple regression
method and once using linear mixed models. In both cases, except for the main effects of
the family (b = - 0.143, SE = 0.064, P = 0.025), political (b = 0.031, SE = 0.012, P =
.009), and social (b = - 0.191, SE = 0.063, p = 0.002) institutions, the significance and
direction of the results were the same. Overall, results of the multilevel model indicated
that the fixed factors alone explained 17% of the variance of theft, and the fixed and
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random factors together explained 23% of the variance of theft. The results are presented
in Table 3.
Personal Characteristics, Microsystem, and Mesosystem (Hypotheses 1 to 4)
Results of the mixed effect models indicated that boys commit more theft than
girls, and self-control has a negative (H1) association with theft. The effect of parenting
was conditional on the economic quality and social institution of the countries (H6), but
not on self-control and delinquent peers (H2 and H4). Parenting plays a more important
role in societies where economic inequality is higher and where social integration is
lower.
The influence of delinquent peers was conditional in terms of a person’s selfcontrol and a person’s sex (H3) and the average level of economic equality in a nation
(H6). Delinquent peers increase the risk of theft for those with lower self-control and for
boys, and in the presence of lower economic inequality.
Exosystem (Hypothesis 5)
The influence of SES was conditional on the average level of social institution
strength. In presence of high social integration (above the mean of social integration
across the nations of interest), there was a negative association between SES and theft.
However, in nations with negative social integration, there is a positive association
between the two. At mean level SES, there is no association between SES and theft
behavior.
Macrosystems (Hypothesis 7)
The main effects of macro variables on theft were not statistically significant. The
influence of macro variables on theft was the conditional effects that were mentioned.
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Economic and social institutions interact with parenting, which influences theft; the
influence of having delinquent peers interacts with the economic quality of a nation, and
the influence of SES interacts with the social institution in a nation.
4.5

Discussion
Using BST and IAT as a conceptual framework, the present study tests a model of

how an institutional imbalance in a society influences the development of theft behavior.
The conceptual model was tested using a mixed-effects model. Overall, the model
predicted 23% of the variation in theft behavior among youths. Support was found for the
influence of all variables except for the family at the macro-level 4 and the political
institution.
Results showed that both micro- and macro- factors play an important role in theft
behavior. This was most evident regarding the interaction effect of SES and the social
institution (see Figure 1). It is in societies with higher levels of social integration that
higher SES decreases theft behavior, otherwise, there is no association or a positive
association between SES and theft behavior. The fact that the main effect of economic
inequality was not significant but as a conditional effect was significant has some
implications. The association of having delinquent peers and youth delinquency is wellestablished in the adolescent development field. However, as indicated here, peers are not
influential in a vacuum. The interaction of youth with friends and others occurs in a
social context. Youths in economically unequal societies are less prone to be induced by
their delinquent peers than in economically equal societies. One might conclude that

4

If we remove the social integration variable due to its high missing value, it has a significant interaction
effect with parenting variable at micro-level
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youths in economically disadvantaged communities understand and feel each other. They
accompany and form the peers’ group which further leads to delinquent behaviors.
Another conclusion of the study regards the interaction of parenting and the
macrosystem. Results indicated that nurturing parenting can help balance out the
influence of economic inequality and low social integration in society. This study
demonstrated that when the macro institutions are not in harmony, it is the interactions
within a family that balance out this malfunction. Parents’ nurturing practices counteract
the influence of economic inequality and the economic privilege of specific groups.
Indeed, parenting practices are not only different cross-culturally, but their influences are
also conditional on the structural qualities of a society.
We found that in the presence of higher economic inequality and lower social
integration, it is the parent-child interaction that gains more importance. Consistent with
the IAT, to reduce the crime rate, there needs to be institutional balance in a society, and
this is achieved through parenting. Interestingly, the interaction effect of parenting was
with social integration and economic inequality. Indeed, it shows us that when the level
of bonding in a nation reduces, it is the bonding among individuals in a family that is
substituted to balance out the lack of integration. Similarly, if there is economic
inequality in a nation, which means that specific groups of a society benefit from the
wealth, again it is the interactions among the individuals inside the family that can
counteract the influence of economic inequality. In other words, institutions in a society
balance out each other’s effects and are in harmony; when this balance is disrupted, the
counterforce is family.
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The present study had a significant data limitation. Future studies need to have a
richer data source that enables the researchers to include more indicators from different
nations. Another limitation is related to the low reliability of some of the variables.
However, as lower reliability reduces the statistical power, we are not concerned
regarding the statistical significance of the results.
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Table 4-1- Descriptive Statistic of the Variables of Study
Mean
Theft
Sex
Self-control
Parenting
Peer
Socioeconomic status
GINI
Particularistic/pluralistic index
Social institution
Family institution
Political institution
Economic institution

1.398
0.705
3.242
3.282
2.064
0.049
38.665
-1.311
0.514
1.392
60.225
18.673

Standard
deviation
0.629
0.456
0.435
0.544
0.829
0.973
6.431
0.662
1.104
1.270
5.106
3.475

Minimum Maximum Skewness Kurtosis
1
0
1.5
1
1
-3.2
26.15
-2.846
-1.125
0.011
39
11.732

4
1
4
4
4
3.495
64.8
1.152
2.448
3.913
67.5
32.332

1.709
-0.900
-0.236
-0.623
0.332
-0.066
0.866
0.428
-0.1845
0.4288
-1.771
0.836

2.644
-1.190
-0.306
0.064
-0.756
-0.169
2.320
2.343
-1.229
-1.139
4.432
2.112

Table 4-2- Bivariate Correlation of the Variables of Study
1
Theft
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

1
-.196***
-.326***
-.200***
.268***
.024**
-.049***
.046***
.040***
.034***

2
Sex
.
1
.165***
.100***
-.181***
-.050***
.070***
-.044***
-.050***
-.058***

3
Selfcontrol
.
.
1
.362***
-.318***
.007
.000
.000
.000
.000

4
Nurturing
parenting
.
.
.
1
-.144***
.153***
.000
.000
.000
.000

5
Delin
quent
peer
.
.
.
.
1
.017*
.000
.000
.000
.000
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6
SocioEconom
ic Status
.
.
.
.
.
1
.032**
-.001
.007
.000

7
Social
institutio
n
.
.
.
.
.
.
1
-.552***
-.035**
-.368***

8
Family
institut
ion
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
1
.532***
.311***

9
Political
instituti
on
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
1
.058***

10
Economic
Institution
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
1

Table 4-3- Results of the Mixed-Effects Model Predicting Theft Behavior
Parameter
Personal characteristics
(Intercept)
Sex
Self-control
Sex X Self-control
Microsystem
Parenting
Peer
Self-control X Parenting
Sex X Peer
Self-control X Peer
Mesosystem
Parenting X Peer
Exosystem
SES
Parenting X SES
Macrosystem
Economic inequality
Family institution
Social institution
Political institution

Coefficient SE

95% CI

t

p

1.340
-0.158
-0.510
0.087

0.385
0.020
0.088
0.050

[0.585, 2.095]
[-0.196, -0.120]
[-0.682, -0.338]
[-0.011, 0.184]

3.480
-8.084
-5.814
1.745

.001
.000
.000
.081

0.118
0.247
0.012
-0.091
-0.091

0.238
0.160
0.044
0.025
0.029

[-0.349, 0.585]
[-0.066, 0.561]
[-0.075, 0.099]
[-0.141, -0.041]
[-0.149, -0.33]

0.494
1.545
0.260
-3.580
-3.580

.621
.122
.795
.000
.002

-0.021

0.024

[-0.067, 0.026]

-0.874

.382

-0.082
0.001

0.115
0.018

[-0.307, 0.143]
[-0.033, 0.036]

-0.715
0.081

.474
.935

0.005
0.025
-0.023
0.003

0.007
0.040
0.041
0.007

[-0.009, 0.019]
[-0.055, 0.104]
[-0.103, 0.058]
[-0.010, 0.016]

0.715
0.609
-0.553
0.430

.475
.542
.580
.667

Parenting X economic inequality
Parenting X family institution
Parenting X political institution
Parenting X social institution

-0.012
-0.023
0.000
0.046

0.004
0.021
0.004
0.022

[-0.020, -0.003]
[-0.065, 0.018]
[-0.008, 0.008]
[0.003, 0.089]

-2.791
-1.098
-0.077
2.087

.005
.272
.939
.037

Peer X economic inequality
Peer X family institution
Peer X political institution
Peer X social institution

-0.008
0.002
0.003
-0.020

0.003
0.014
0.002
0.014

[-0.013, -0.002]
[-0.025, 0.030]
[-0.002, 0.008]
[-0.049, 0.008]

-2.700
0.152
1.302
-1.397

.007
.879
.193
.163

SES X economic inequality
SES X family institution
SES X political institution
SES X social institution
Note.
ICC: .067
Marginal R2 = .174
Conditional R2 = .229

-0.001
-0.015
0.003
-0.028

0.002
0.011
0.002
0.011

[-0.005, 0.003]
[-0.036, 0.007]
[-0.001, 0.006]
[-0.050, -0.006]

-0.520
-1.342
1.266
-2.496

.603
.179
.206
.013
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Table 4-4- Theft Rate by Country
Australia
Belgium
Brazil
Canada
China
England
Germany
Greece
Guatemala
Hong Kong
Hungary
India
Iran
Israel
Japan
Lithuania
Malta
Mexico
Netherlands
New Zealand
Portugal
Romania
Russia
Singapore
South Africa
South Korea
Sweden
Switzerland
Taiwan
Tanzania
USA
Venezuela
Total

N

Mean

181
558
257
1114
1619
410
361
274
240
622
163
186
99
151
207
434
96
222
376
124
399
262
440
164
96
178
276
131
254
108
3931
203
14,136

1.40
1.29
1.17
1.55
1.43
1.32
1.50
1.42
1.55
1.29
1.20
1.38
1.19
1.24
1.25
1.41
1.27
1.42
1.12
1.46
1.12
1.21
1.48
1.34
1.43
1.53
1.24
1.37
1.55
1.64
1.46
1.38
1.40

Standard
Deviation
0.58
0.59
0.46
0.73
0.57
0.52
0.66
0.70
0.70
0.48
0.51
0.74
0.43
0.54
0.52
0.61
0.54
0.69
0.36
0.68
0.33
0.48
0.64
0.57
0.70
0.64
0.56
0.60
0.68
0.77
0.68
0.69
0.63
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Minimum

Maximum

Skewness

Kurtosis

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
3.50
3.50
4.00
3.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
3.50
4.00
3.00
4.00
3.50
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
3.50
4.00
4.00
4.00
3.50
4.00
4.00
4.00

1.77
2.37
3.23
1.31
1.25
1.87
1.31
1.67
1.18
1.61
2.80
2.09
2.46
2.54
2.45
1.66
2.15
1.82
3.26
1.75
3.32
2.61
1.38
2.07
1.62
0.92
2.85
1.73
1.09
0.83
1.54
1.98
1.71

3.74
5.65
11.45
1.14
1.09
3.79
1.34
1.94
0.76
1.98
7.44
3.60
5.76
6.57
6.41
2.73
4.13
2.88
10.29
3.13
12.66
7.53
1.64
5.05
1.96
-0.20
8.58
2.79
0.52
-0.64
1.92
3.46
2.64

Figure 4-1- Empirical Model Predicting Theft Behavior
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CHAPTER 5. DISSERTATION CONCLUSION
The primary aim of the dissertation was to take the role of the macrosystem into
account, which has almost always been missed from the literature on the development of
youth delinquency. The dissertation is comprised of three studies, each with a different
conceptual framework and dependent variables, which try to understand the interplay of
different levels of the environment in predicting youth antisocial behaviors.
The primary objective of the first study was to investigate the extent to which
macro factors, especially economic, education, and health equality influence the
development of Antisocial Personality Disorder Symptoms (ASPD) directly as well as
through its interaction with the micro factors. Utilizing the relative deprivation theory, the
first study tested whether the presence of socioeconomic inequalities in a society led to
ASPD or whether it interacts with youths' developmental environments. The first study
examined the role of sex, age, childhood misconduct, depressive symptoms at the
individual level, parenting practices at the micro-level, socioeconomic status at the exolevel, social inequality, and economic inequality at the macro-level in predicting ASPD.
This study found that being male, childhood misconduct, depressive symptoms, and
socioeconomic status had a statistically positive influence on ASPD, and age and
nurturing parenting were statistically and negatively associated with ASPD. The
association between childhood misconduct and ASPD was stronger for girls; the
influence of nurturing parenting and ASPD was stronger for boys, and the influence of
nurturing parenting was stronger for those with lower levels of depressive symptoms. The
first study found that the influence of depressive symptoms was higher for those living in
economically unequal societies, while the influence of nurturing parenting was stronger
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in more socially and economically equal societies. In fact, the result demonstrated that, as
expected, family is important in all societies, but its influence is conditional. There is not
a universal influence on parenting. The influence of parenting depends on the condition
of the society, and interestingly, the economic ones. In other words, the results indicated
that macro factors as measured by national social and economic inequalities interact with
other factors that contribute to the development of ASPD.
The primary research question of the second study is how and through what
mechanisms does macro violence influence the development of interpersonal violence?
Utilizing the cultural spillover theory to test the influence of macro factors, the second
study tested whether the presence of state-sponsored violence increased the violence
among people in a nation, by influencing the attitudes. To do so, we tested the presence
of macro violence and its influence across different nations with varying extents of such
violence. The second study investigated the role of sex, childhood aggression, selfcontrol, at the micro-level, violent peers, violent parenting, at the micro-level, violence
approval, socioeconomic status, at the exo-level, systemic violence, and militarization, at
the macro-level in predicting interpersonal violence. The second study found that being
male, childhood aggression, lower self-control, violent peers, violent parenting, and
violence approval were positively associated with interpersonal violence. The results
demonstrated that state violence increased interpersonal violence through increasing
violent parenting and that state violence and militarization both increased interpersonal
violence through increasing violence approval. Indeed, the presence of structural violence
was not limited to macro violence. Youth and adolescents were indirectly influenced. Not
only were their attitudes influenced by such violence, but they also were influenced by
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the change in the home environment. The presence of state-sponsored violence increased
the approval of violence for youths, and it increased the violence that parents used toward
their children.
The primary research question of the third study was whether and how personal
factors predict theft behavior after controlling for national differences in the strength of
economic and social institutions. The third study utilized BST and institutional anomie
theory (IAT). Utilizing the IAT, the third study examined whether the economic
inequality increases and whether the social integration decreases individuals are more
prone to theft. In the third study, the roles of sex, self-control at the individual level,
nurturing parenting, peer relationships at the micro-level, socioeconomic status at the
exo-level, social institutions, economic institutions, and political institutions at the
macro-level as predictors of theft behavior were investigated. In this study, it is
investigated whether institutional imbalance, with the dominance of the economy over
other spheres of society, increases the risk of theft in individuals. The third study found
that being male, having lower self-control, and having delinquent peers predict theft
behavior. Using Institutional anomie theory (IAT) to investigate the mechanisms through
which the macroenvironment influences the development of theft behavior, the third
study demonstrated that the strength of the association of the predictors with theft
behavior varies according to the level of economic inequality and social integration.
Regarding macro factors, in the presence of higher economic inequality and lower social
integration, nurturing parenting plays an important role in decreasing theft behavior. This
is consistent with IAT in that the different institutions in society regulate and balance
each other. In this case, when economic resources are distributed unequally and the
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means of gaining the economic goals are in the control of privileged groups of society, or
when the overall level of social integration is low, nurturing parenting balances out the
influence of economic inequality or lower social integration. In other words, regarding
theft behavior, parenting comes into the picture when economic inequality is high and
social integration is low. In fact, for deviant behaviors, such as theft, parenting is
influential to reduce societal risk factors.
One interesting finding among the three studies concerned the interaction effect of
parenting and economic inequality. Regarding theft behavior, nurturing parenting is more
influential in reducing theft in more economically unequal societies. As demonstrated in
the plot Figure 2, parenting has a small influence (the red line) when economic inequality
is low. It plays a greater role in higher levels of economic inequality (the green line).
However, regarding ASPD, the influence of nurturing parenting on reducing ASPD is
higher in economically more equal societies. This difference at first might seem
contradictory. However, a closer look at the results and the plots (see Figure 4.3 and
Figure 4.4) reveals that only the conditional effect of parenting on theft behavior is
significant, while regarding ASPD, both interaction effects and direct effects are
significant. Indeed, regarding theft behavior, the role of parenting is to balance out the
influence of economic inequality and low social integration, as expected by IAT.
However, for ASPD, the influence of nurturing parenting was not exclusively to
condition other associations. Nurturing parenting itself had a decreasing influence on
ASPD; the economic inequality only influenced its strength (not its significance).
Regardless of the level of inequality, parenting is one of the influential factors on ASPD,
and the level of inequality only changes the strength of the influence of parenting. In fact,
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although parenting matters, but its influence depends on the type of antisociality that is
considered and the social context. The dynamic of the association between parenting and
youth antisocial behavior and/or deviance is behavior-depended and context-dependent.
As shown in all three studies and as is consistent with BST, the macrosystem
influences youth delinquency through exo- and microsystems. The direct effect of the
macro system was significant in none of the studies. In all three studies, the macrosystem
had a conditional or indirect effect on youth delinquency. In other words, in all three
studies, the influence of the microsystem was conditional on the macrosystem. This
demonstrates that understanding the role of parenting and other influential factors without
considering the role of structural factors is incomplete. Especially, the macrosystem
accounted for 5% of variation in theft behavior (marginal R2 = .174, conditional R2 =
.229) and 8% of the variation in ASPD (Marginal R2 = .303, Conditional R2 = .380).
Indeed, there is no universal influence (and as a result remedy) of parenting on
delinquency if we consider the societies that individuals live in. The same level of
nurturing parenting for the same child can result in a different outcome if the structural
characteristics of a society change. This does not happen as directly as noticing the
influence of change in parenting style, which makes comprehending it more complicated.
Another interesting finding of this dissertation is the significant interaction effect
of the macrosystem with personal characteristics (assessed by depressive symptoms in
the first study and violence approval in the second). This shows that the macrosystem
does not only condition the influence of behaviors, like parenting practices. The
macrosystem can affect the influence of attitudes as well. This is especially interesting
when considering that in all three studies the dependent variables were externalizing
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variables. Future studies need to consider the role of the macrosystems in internalizing
problem behaviors and show how individuals’ mentality is influenced indirectly.
Individuals are social beings, born and live in society. Limiting the understanding
of human behavior to only near the environment prohibits the understanding of the
broader picture that exists beyond persons. The cross-national variations in economic and
political structures of society and their influence on the wellbeing of people have been
studied frequently. However, the mechanism that influences youths and adolescents’
delinquency is not established yet. Antisocial and/or deviant behaviors disrupt the social
order. The political agents, especially the government, are also responsible for keeping
the social order in the society (Durkheim, 1960). Understanding one without the other
seems incomplete. Similarly, an economic gap is one of the risk factors that is well
established in the literature. However, individuals are not left alone in a society with high
or low levels of economic inequality. There are many factors in between that can balance
out and play a role between the economic context and an individual’s behavior. Such
factors demand serious attention to better understand human behavior and tailor policy
according to the state of the society. With the focus of the dissertation on macro-political
and economic factors, the present study shows the dynamics of the development of youth
antisocial and/or deviant behavior.
Nonetheless, the three studies had some limitations. The first and major limitation
that shadowed the studies and led to other limitations was the data availability. The use of
secondary data sources limited us in deriving the model variables as expected by theory.
The lack of instruments (e.g., SES) or inconsistency among the available instruments
(e.g., social integration) was another limitation of the study. The presence of a valid
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instrument provides us with more reliable research. Finally, as development unfolds over
time, the longitudinal design seems a better fit.
Future research needs to use a longitudinal design to be able to add the
developmental changes that a person goes through over time in the research model. Given
that externalizing behaviors are easier to capture, it seems that it would be interesting,
albeit difficult, to test the models with internalizing behaviors as dependent variables.
Internalizing behaviors are more inward and attitudinal. Just like the influence of the
macrosystem, internalizing behaviors are not as obvious as externalizing behaviors. It
would perhaps be beneficial to examine the interplay of systems in the formation of
inward problem behaviors. Additionally, research has long recognized the importance of
nature and nurture interactions in development. The major focus of the present
dissertation was on the environment, and less attention was given to individual biological
differences. It would be important to examine the models including more personal level
factors in the model in future studies.
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Figure 5-2- Interaction Effect of Depressive
Figure 5-1- Interaction Effect of Positive
Symptoms and Economic Inequality in
Parenting and Depressive Symptoms in
Predicting ASPD
Predicting ASPD

Figure 5-3- Interaction Effect of Positive
Parenting and Economic Inequality in
Predicting ASPD
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Figure
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Effect
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Figure 5-4- Interaction effect of Nurturing
Socioeconomic Status and Social Integration
Parenting and Economic Inequality in
in Predicting Theft
Predicting Theft

Figure 5-6- Interaction Effect of Nurturing Figure 5-7- Interaction Effect of Peer
Parenting and Social Integration in Predicting Delinquency and Economic Inequality in
Predicting Theft
Theft
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